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By GARY LURE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Denunciations of Sen. George
McGovern's defense and Vietnam peace proposals rang
through huge tobacco warehouses here and in Richmond
Friday night at twin rallies for
Republican senatorial candidate Louie B. Nunn.
Nunn called McGovern, the
Democratic presidential nominee, "a crawler and white flag
waver" at Richmond, where he
appeared with Sen. Marlow
Cook and 5th District Congressman Tim Lee Carter.
The president wants peace
that will last through a generation. The other man wants
peace for political expediency,"
Nunn said.
At Lexington he asked the
crowd of about 500, "how would
you like to have a man with
white flag on his knees as your
commander in chief."
Cook said the country "could
not only not afforb George

MOIR

Mrs. Lynda Cochran And
Students And Teachers
At Memphis Dance Meet
Mrs. Lynda Cochran, local
dance instructor, is attending
the Southern Association of
Dance Masters meeting at the
Sheraton Peabody Hotel at
Memphis, Tenn., this weekend.
Other teachers attending
from this area are Rosemary
Peterson, Miss Kay Beaman,
Miss Debbie Dodd, and Mrs.
Suzanne Fulk.
Students attending are
Debbie Landolt, Renee Sledd,
Stacey Adams, Jill Austin,
Shelia Foster, Sandra Stom,
and Kathy Harding.
,Accompanying the group
were Mrs. Gene Dodd and Mrs.
Joe Tom Foster.
Featured on the program will
be Guss Giordano, male jazz
choreographyer.
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CORRECTION
The price for a fourteen ounce
package of Everfresh Donuts at
Johnson's Grocery is 59 cents,
rather than the price advertised
in Wednesday's paper.

The Weather
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Jackson Purchase
Cloudy with fog this morning
with the possibility of some
light drizzle and mostly cloudy
and mild this afternoon. High
today in the low to mid 60s. Variable cloudiness and cooler
tonight, with lows in the low to
mid 40s. Sunday partly cloudy
and cooler with highs in the
mid to upper 50s. Monday partly cloudy and mild. Precipitation probabilties are 20 per
cent today, 20 per cent tonight,
and 10 per cent Sunday,
Kentucky extended outlook
Partly cloudy Monday. Rein
Tuesday ending Wednesday
with seasonable temperatures
through the period. Lows in the
40s. Highs mostly in the 60s.

tuckians will split their votes in
the Nov. 7 election.
The implication was that
even if President Nixon carries
the state, Democrats will remain loyal to Huddleston in his
U.S. Senate race against former Republican Gov. Louie
Nunn.
"I know people are aware of
the fact that they can vote for
each race individually," Huddleston said during a questionand-answer program on a radio
station ( WIELi in which he is a
partner. "We've made some
checks and (the:' know this)."
As Huddleston made an appearance a group of backers,
led by several members of Ns
family, met downtown and then
spread out to neighboring communities to boost his candidacy •
The radio questions were
mostly friendly, in contrast to
one recent program at Lexington where a number of hostile
queries and statements were
made.
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er of the senate, helped enact a
4 per cent severence tax on
coal during the last session of
the Kentucky General Assembly. Nunn has blamed this for
much of the unemployment that
presently exists in Kentucky's
eastern coal fields.
Nunn was joined in Lexington
by retiring Sen. John Sherman
Cooper, 6th District Republican
candidate L,aben Jackson and
the Rev. Bob Richards, former
olympic pole vaulter and a
member of the President's
Council For Youth Fitness.
Richards, who has been best
known for many years as a
television salesman for a wellknown breakfast food, endorsed
President Nixon and the "Republican philosophy" of hard
work and free enterprise.
In Fayette County, where the
vote could go either way, the
Republicans urged precinct
tvorkers to make a special effort to get out the vote on election day.

Huddieston Predicts 'A Good.
Many' Split Votes In Election
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic senatorial nominee
Walter "Dee" Huddleston returned today for the second
time in a week to the area
which President Nixon visited
Thursday to help Huddleston's
Republican rival.
One of Huddleston's major
appearances was to be a rally
in the steel workers Hall, preceded by another rally in Pikeville and concluding with a
gathering at Prestonsburg on
his Eastern Kentucky tour.
Huddleston, speaking in his
hometown Friday, assured supporters "a good many" Ken-

N

McGovern as president but the
rest of the world could not afford a United States having
Senator McGovern as its president.
"We couldn't afford to have a
man give a state of the union
.message on Monday and then
change his mind on Wednesday," he said.
Cook said McGovern's defense policies would force the
United States to rely mainly on
its nuclear weapons for protection.
Nunn said a McGovern proposal to reduce the nation's defense budget by, 40 per cent
would mean the loss of almost
18,000 military and defense related civilian jobs in Kentucky.
Linking his Democratic opponent, Walter ( Dee) Huddleston
with McGovern, as he was
throughout the campaign, Nunn
said the loss of military jobs
would "follow a pattern set in
the legislature when they
passed the severance tax."
Huddleston, as majority lead-

"Your're
a
wonderful
christian man and I love you,"
an elderly woman telephoned.
"If it's God's will I hope you

Sheriff Steele And
Deputies On Calls
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MURRAY HIGH FULLBACK, George Landolt, 42, Is sweeping the end on this third down play in
the fourth quarter of last night's Murray High-Russellville encounter at Russellville. The Tigers, who
were behind 1r-6 at this point, lost the game 14-12.
Staff Photo By David H111

Russellville Edges Tigers
14-12 In Hard-Fought Game
. By David Hill
--Ledger* Times Sportswriter
The Murray High Tigers lost.
In spite of Jeff Dowdy.
The Bengals traveled over 90
miles Friday night to drop a
heartbreaker to the Russellville
Panthers 14-12.
Jeff Dowdy picked off three
loose balls in the final quarter,
and ran one of them halfway
down the field for a touchdown,
in a vain attempt to spark the
Tigers to a come-from-behind
victory.
It was 14-6 with 1:36 left in the
game. The Panthers had the
ball on the Murray High 45, and
it was just a matter of time.
It was a routine play, or at
least it began that way. The
Russellville quarterback took
the snap and came toward the
right side, maybe to pass,
maybe to hand off, it was never
known for sure.
For at that rzioement, Jeff
Dowdy came through the
Panther line like it didn't even
exist.
Dowdy took the ball away
from the quarterback; he didn't
drop it, Dowdy took it away,and
ran the ball from midfield for a
touchdown:

Huddleston said he will have
to rely on the good judgment of
Kentuckians to overcome what
he called false and distorted
statements by his opponent.
The state senator said
Thursday in a news conference
at Lexington that television
stations broadcasting in Kentucky have been asked not to
use a commercial which accuses Huddleston, among other
things, or voting to raise
university tuitions.
The Democratic candidate
pointed out that nobody in the
legislature votes on this matter
anyway—that it is in the domain of the Council on Public
Higher Education.
His headquarters at Louisville reported Friday that four
TV stations already have withdrawn the commercial: WLEX
of Lexington, WAVE of Louisville, WPSD of Paducah and
WLKY of Louisville.
aides
said
Huddleston's
WHAS of Louisville had not
scheduled the commercial until
Monday, but has reported it
will not use it until clearance
by attorneys.
They said no definite word
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP1—Of has been received yet from
Kentucky's seven congressional WSIG of Bowling Green and
races, opposing candidates in WORB of Louisville.
Huddleston said the puronly two of them have about
ported misstatements and false
equal financial resources.
Candidates in the 6th and 2nd accusations "hearken back to
(Continued on Page Eight)
istricts show rough parities in
their campaign war chests, according to federally-required
reports, but the other districts
show wide disparities.
All incumbents are solidly
ahead in the financing race, except for 7th District Rep. Carl
Sheriff Clyde Steele reported
Perkins, a Democrat. Perkins'
financial efforts have been this morning that he and his
meager and Republican chal- deputies were called out several
lenger Robert Holcomb is run- times last night for family
ning a fairly well-financed -squabbles" at 'homes in
Calloway County.
race.
No arrests were made in the
Rep. Gene Snyder, a Republican, has the greatest campaign minor calls made by the Sheriff
treasury of the incumbents. As and his deputies. He said no
of mid-October, the 4th District disturbances were reported at
congressman had a reserve of any of the activities at the
various schools and public
more than $49,000.
Democratic Rep. Romano places in the County.
Mazzoli of the 3rd District has
brought in nearly four times as Peoples Bank Plans For
much money as Republican
challenger Phil Kaelin Jr.
Special Day Halloween
The highest-priced contest is
in the 6th District, where
The Peoples Bank of Murray,
Democrat John B. Breckinridge Ky., will hold a special open
and Republican Laban P. Jack- house all day on Tuesday,
son are battling over the seat October 31.
being vacated by William P.
Officials at the bank said
Curlin.
decorations in the Halloween
The most recent reports cov- theme will be featured a( the
er the period from Sept, 1
bank and refreshments will be
through Oct. 16. Previous re- served.
ports .dealt with the time span
The public is invited to call at
from April 7, when the federal the bank during this special
law took effect, through Spet. I. Halloween observance

Financing For
Congressional
Races Revealed
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Nunn Calls McGovern 'Crawler
And White Flag Waver' Friday
0,11.11,0.•
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The Tigers were only two
points away from a tie at this
point, 14:12.
A tie game was not to' be,
however, as halfback George
Landoll couldn't get going on
the end around run for the extra
two points.
Dowdy wasn't finished yet.
After the Tiger on-side kick
left the Panthers in good field
position at their own 36, instead
of trying to stay on the ground
and eat up the clock, the Panthers took to the air.
The pass went into a crowd of
players from both teams and
went straight up in the air.
Dowdy was there to greet it with
open arms.
Wes Furgerson, who showed
real promise for future years as
the long bomb-thrower, tried to
get the Tigers moving with less
than a minute to go.
He was caught behind the line
on the first play, as he couldn't
find his man. On the second
play, he switched. roles, and
held on to a Dale McCuiston
pass that was good for a first
down at the Russellville 45.
But, with five seconds
showing, Furgerson scrambled
until the horn sounded, then,

Mayor Endorses Jaycee's
Halloween Safety Program
A Halloween safety program, your parents or other respondesigned to preserve the best sible adults along on your
aspects of the age-old "trick-or- visits; (2)Stay within your own
treat" tradition for the children immediate neighborhood; (3)
of Murray has been officially Accept only wrapped or sealed
endorsed by the city's Mayor, treats; (4) Bring your goodies
Holmes Ellis. , according to the home to be inspected before
Murray Calloway County tasting them; IS) Wear lightJaycees, sponsors of the colored Halloween costumes
decorated with reflective tape
program.
The plan, which employs the for greater visibility; (6) Do not
Halloween safety rules of the wear Halloween masks since
National Safety
Council, they tend to restrict vision; I 7)
provides parents with a set of Use flashlights after dark; 18)
guidelines for protecting the If you carry a pumpkin, light it
safety of youngsters who take with a flashlight, not a candle.
The Mayor also urged
part in the annual Halloween
custom of Masquerading in children to observe the National
costumes while visiting neigh- Safety Council's basic rules of
on
safety
bors to collect candy and other pedestrian
Halloween: (1) Cross only at
treats.
The afternoon hours of corners, never between parked
across
Halloween, Tuesday, October cars, never diagonally
31, is the period officially an intersection; (2) Look in all
the
designated by Mayor Ellis for directions before crossing
"trick-or-treat" the Jaycees street; 3) Watch for and obey
all traffic lights; (4) Walk,
said.
never run across the street; ( 5)
On that day, residents Walk
on the sidewalk, not on the
wishing to cooperate are
street;(6)Wait on the curb, not
requested to keep their porch or in the street, until the street is
exterior lights on as an inclear to cross.
dication of their willingness to
The Mayor had words of
welcome young visitors and advice
for motorists, too. He
offer them treats. Children are
cautioned drivers to be on the
encouraged to call only at the
alert for excited youngsters on
lighted homes of neighbors
the afternoon and early evening
whom they know.
of October 31.
Members of the Jaycees will
we all do our part and
be statiored at various in- follow common-sense rules of
tersections to aid children safety, this Halloween will be an
crossing the streets.
enjoyable and safe holiday for
Other safety tips offered by the children of Murray," he
Mayor Ellis to young "spooks"' said.
The Jaycettes will be serving
and "goblins" planning to
participate in Halloween "trick- refreshments at the city park
or-treat" activities, October 31, from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Halloween
include thesfotiovring (14-Bring night- -

unable to find his receiver, tried
'to take it down himself, but
oouldn'tiind hole,
The 'Tigers had ToTiiid
themselves in the lead at the
end of the first half by virtue of
a
Landolt1McCuiston touchdown pass with 34 seconds left
in the half. The extra point kick
was blocked, giving Murray a 60 halftime lead.
After Murray failed to get
going in the third quarter,
Russellville took the Keith
Farrell punt on their own 40 and
began their march downfield.
With five first downs, and
sixty yards, the Panthers were
on the scoreboard. The PAT
was no good, and the score was
knotted with 2:59 left in the
third quarter.
Again the Tigers took the
kickoff, and again they could
not get the ball moving, and
Farrell was forced to punt once
more.
.
The kick sailed out of bounds
at the Murray 45, and. the
(Continued on Page Eight

Piano Recital Slated
At University Sunday
Miss Vickie Covington, of the
University of Illinois, will
present a guest. piano recital
Sunday, Oct. 29, at 3:00 p.m. in
Recital Hall A of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University. The
concert is operf-to the public
without charge.
A native of Bennettsville,
South Carolina, Miss Covington
holds the Bachelor of Music
degree in piano from St. Andrews College, Laurinburg,
North Carolina, and the Master
of Music degree in musicology
from the University of Illinois.
She is presently engaged in
studies leading to the doctorate
in music education, as well as
advanced piano sutudy at the
University of Illinois. Her
former teacher is Thomas
Baker, now of the Murray State
music faculty.
Miss Covington's program
include , Haydn's
will
"Variations in F Minor";
Piano
-Eight
Krenek's
Pieces"; and works by
Chopin,
and
Schubert,
Khachaturian.

Display Of Chinese
Arts At Library
The Calloway County Public
Library will have a display of
Chinese Arts and Handicrafts
during the coming week.
These include hand carved
ivory and jade, cloisonn'e, and
laquer ware, hand painted egg
shells and bamboo wall
harreings.
This is the first display of this
nature to be held in Kentucky
since the President's visit to the
People's Republic of China.
The display has been made
possible through the courtesy of
CorWestlands Trading
poration, a local Chinese Importing Company.

One Section
Today
Eight Pages
Vol. LXXXXIII No. 255

Calloway Payroll
Over $18 Million
What is the size and scope of
the Calloway County business
community? How many people
are employed by firms in the
local area? What is their annual
payroll?
The answers are provided in a
new Federal report, called
"County Business Patterns." It
was prepared by the Departin
ment of Commerce
cooperation with the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
It gives county-by-county
data for all types of business—
manufacturing, construction,
transportation, retail,
wholesale, services, finance,
insurance, real estate and
others.
The figures are based chiefly
on tax reports submitted to the
government by business concerns under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act.
They show that Calloway
County, for its size, has a
considerable
number
of
business establishments--443
by the latest count—in which
one or more people are employed. This is exclusive of
those that are owner-operated
and have nia employees.
Of this number, 230 have. 3
employees or less, 105 have
from 4 to 7 and 74 have from 8 to
19.
The large proportion
of
establishments in these groups
indicates the extent to which

moderate-size enterprises are
supported locally. They are the
backbone of industry in the
area.
In many parts of the country,
by way of contrast, mergers,
consolidations and strong
competition by big companies
have been taking a severe toll
among small businesses.
A private census of the retail
industry, conducted by Audits
and Surveys, Inc., reveals that
the number of American stores
decreased by 12,400 in the last
year and by 60,000 in the last
five years.
In Calloway County, the
Commerce Department report
shows local businesses provide
gainful employment for some
3,878 men and women in nonfarm jobs covered under social
security.
Not included are domestic
workers, self-employed persons, members of the armed
forces
and
government
workers.
The annual payroll in the
local area has also been rising.
Taxable wages and salaries last
year reached ;18,672,000.
By way of comparison, the
total. three years ago, when a
pervioiaiurvey was ern/ducted,
was $14,880,000.
The rise, 25.5 percent,
compares with a 19.2 percent irse in the United States and
with 25.4 percent in the East
South Central States.

Convalescent Division
Patients Evacuated Due
To Small Fire; All Safe
Patients at the Convalescent
Division of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital were
evacuated from the building
this morning after a fire from a
short in a light switch on the
third floor of the convalescent
division occurred.

reported to the third floor and
some to the second floor. One
Hornbuckler,
firemen,
received an injury to one of his
eyes, but he was treated and
released, according • to hospital ••••••Officials.
The hospital officials said no
The Murray Fire Department patients were on the third floor
was summoned to the hospital of the Convalescent Division.
division at 5:38 a.m. when the Patients evacuated were four
automatic alarm sounded at the on the second floor and nineteen
on the first floor.
station.
All the patients were back in
Three trucks were taken to their rooms by 7:30 a.m. and
the scene and lines were laid were being prepared for breakconnecting with the sprinkler fast,
according to hospital
system at the hospital. Sodium officials.
acid extinguishers were also
Thirty-one firemen and
used to extinguish the flames, several volunteers were at the
firemen said.
scene to help in fighting the
Damage was reported to the flames and.also to assist in the
area around the light fixture evacuation of the patient at the
and water damage was Convalescent Division.

Sixty Killed In Crash
Of French Plane Friday
FRANCE( AP)—Sixty persons
were killed Friday night when
a domestic French airliner with
68 aboard crashed into a
wooded hill ,in Central France
and burst into pieces, authorities said,
All five crew members perished. Everyone aboard was believed to be French.
There was no explosion or
fire.
The eight survivors, who included a five-year-old boy,
were carried by stretcher to
tractors and taken, to ambulances parked on a road.
Rescue efforts were blocked
for two hours when a boulder
rolled onto the forest trail and
blocked movement of the
tractors. The survivors were
hospitalized but initial reports
indicated none was in danger.
The four-engine turboprop, a
British-made Vickers Viscount,
was owned by Air-Inter. It was
en route from Lyon .to Clermont-Ferrand.
Ground stations lost radio
contact with the plane about 10
minutes before it was due to
land.
Airport authorities at Clermont- said Via Viscount flew
Over the airport add then, with

radio contact cut, made a complete turnabout for unknown
reasons.
Rescue teams, including the
National Police, cut through
dense forest id reach the wreckage.
One of the survivors, 55-yearold Marcel Delcroix, said he of.
ten flew from Lyon and "this
time I had the impression that
something was wrong. I told
the young woman sitting along.
side me. I felt the plane was
going to crash. I undid my bell
and was thrown out. I waiteg
(Continued on Page Eight

Clocks Turn Back
At 2 a.m. Sunday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
"Fast time" slows down an
hour tonight, with clocks returning to Eastern Standard
Time in 78 Kentucky counties.
All Kentuckians will have an
extra hour on their hands when
Daylight Savings Time ends officially at 2 a.m. Sunday.
Those living in the western
counties will observe Central
Standard Time, and will still be
an • hour behind those in the
east.
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Who Picked Up That Last Straw?
We are in receipt of a clipping from an Englishlanguage newspaper in Athens, which says, quite
succinctly:
WE APOLOGIZE
TO OUR READERS
FOR THE MISSING
PAGE
Everything
went wrong
last night
—The Editor
So far, The Times has never reached quite that
stage of frustration, but we know the feeling well.—
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times.
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Pollsters foresee
Demo disaster
By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Unless
public opinion pollsters
around the country have
formed some kind of cabal,
Sen. George McGovern and
the Democratic Party are
face-to-face with disaster.
Statistics pouring into
Washington from across the
country thdicate • that President Nixon could win '50,states—
in the Nov. 7 election.
No pollster or politician is
predicting such an outcome,
but nowhere outside the District of Columbia does
McGovern appear ahead of
Mr. Nixon. Even his native
South Dakota appears leaning
toward the Republican column.

Roy A. Anderson, age 70, died today at his home
near Farmington.
Miss Clara Eagle, art professor at Murray State
College, has been named as chairman of the Murray
Area for the national observance of American Art
Week, November 1-9.
Members of the- 'east of the play, "MumboJumbo," to be presented November-6 by the Fresh-man Class at Lynn Grove High School are Glen
Cochran, Prentice Darnell, Bobbie Lee Kelso, Lubie
Malray, Linda Faye Waters, Ray Sims, Connie
Clark, Jerry Ford, Betty Sue Armstrong, Marie
Rogers, Max Morris, Bobby Fain, Max Cooper, Roy
Hartsfield, Linda McReynolds, and Jeanne
Williams.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Geurin on October 24, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Barring major shifts in the
William C. Adams on October 24. and a girl to Mr.
last few weeks of the camand Mrs. J.P. Parker on October 26.
raign, it appears McGovern

30YearsAgoThisWeek
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Gasoline rations will be issued
to private
passenger cars only after the owners list all of their
tires by serial number and certify that they have no
more than five tires in their possession for each such
car.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Gracie Colson, age 43,
Mrs. Rebeca Ezell, age 82, Mrs. Jewell Sweet, age
47, and AC. Hicks, age 62.
W.Z. Carter, Grand Master of Kentucky Masons,
has appointed local men to committees: W.E. Clark,
George Hart, Peter Kuhn, R.H. Robbins, G.C. Ashcraft, A.Q. Woods, Harold Van Winkle, Max B. Hurt,
and Rev. R.F. Blankenship.
Miss Martha Robertson has been named as "Miss
Murray State." Favorites include Misses Martha
Belle Hood. Betty Phillips, and Louise Putnam,all of
Murray.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Oveta Bogard and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Cain.
Mrs. Warren S. Swann of Murray was reelected
president of the Kentucky Division of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy at the 46th annual
convention held October 21, at Paducah.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves
thereof are still.—Psalm 107:29.
When trouble comes we find God can help and this
is why man's extremity is often God's opportunity.

Isn't It The Truth!
Except in those poems and novels where love is
-1-,-.41escribed as the Grand Passion, men and women
love for different reasons. A man loves because he
can't help it. A woman kives because she wants to.
The result is a standoff.
"Love is like measles...the
later in life it occurs the
tougher it goes."
—Josh Billings

Use Of Sol
Is Exclusive
ftks:g To Government
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will do well to match Sen.
Barry Goldwater's 1964 performance when he carried
only six states against President Lyndon Johnson.
The six states where
McGovern might have the
best chance are South Dakota,
Massachusetts, West Virginia, Minnesota, Wisconsin
and New York. However, he

trails by 10 percentage points
or more in surveys in each of
these states.
McGovern and his running
mate, R. Sargent Shriver,
continue to hammer, too, at
Michigan, Ohio, California,
Texas, Illinois, Oregon and
Washington. These states are
probably already beyond
their reach, although heavy
registration of young voters
has added an intangible element.
The scope of the Nixon advantage is demonstrated in
traditionally Democratic
Rhode Island that gave Sen.
Hubert Humphrey 68 per cent
of its votes in 19681 his largest
plurality I.
The Providence Journal on
Oct.8 reported a survey of 960
voters gave Mr. Nixon a 45-19
per cent lead over McGovern.
Even more distressing to
Democrats was a 43-33 lead
enjoyed by Republican John
Chafee over Sen. Claiborne
Pell and a 44-27 edge for Republican Herbert Disimone
over Democrat Philip Noel in
the gubernatorial contest.
The specter of a Nixon landslide that might sweep Republicans to control of one or
both houses of Congress is
pushing many anti-McGovern

Ancient V.
Found in Finland
HELSINKI (AP) — An
Arctic Stone Age village,
described as a "very rich"
finding, was discovered in
northernmost Finland recently.
Erae-Esko has been studying
the Komsa culture for many
years. The name Komsa originates from Komsa Mountain in
Norway where the first remnants of this culture were found
at the beginning of this century.
Several other sites where the
Komsa people lived have been
found in Norway and Russia
The first word of the ancient
village came to Erae-Esko
from a priest. Rev Elias
Kytoemaeki, who had found
strange quartz objects on the
banks of the Tano River He
contacted archeologists at the
Finnish National Museum and
Erae-Esko started his excavations
The origin of the Komsa
people has not been established
by the scientists. Erae-Esko believes'they lived at the banks of
the Tano River for a very long
period
Erae-Esko said his findings
indicate the Komsa people used
primitive tools of quartz and
quartzite. The tools were not
ground but cut by stones
The sites are vulnerable.
Erae-Esko said, because the
habitations of the Komsa
people are protected only by a

layer of sortie 10 centimeters of
peat moss in some places the
peat has been torn away and
exposed sites to the destruction
of the elements, the scientist
explained.
But the discoverer, Dr. Aarni
Erae-Esko of the Prehistoric
Department of Finland's National Museum, said he is not
prepared to excavate the 10.000year-old village of the "Kom- sa'' Stone Age culture
"This very rich site must not
be excavated by the methods
now available to us The site
must be protected as a first
class ancient finding and saved
for future generations who will
know better excavation methods," Erae-Esko said
The site is in the peatlands
close to the Arctic Ocean some
400 kilometers north of the Polar Circle near the town of Utsjoki.
The Komsa people lived in
the northernmost Scandinavian
peninsula some 10.000 years
ago, shortly after the end of the
last Ice Age
The ..newly found village Is
only one among several others
not yet discovered. Erae-Esko
said. He urged an intensified
methodical search along the
Tano River as soon as possible,
so that -treasures of uncalculable value- are not
ruined by the planned construction of •roads and buildings in
that area

Look in the section in which reviewing - and possibly some
By FRANK MACOMBER
your birthday comes and find adjustments.
If you live in tornado counwhat your outlook is, according PISCES
try, a University of Chicago
to the stars.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
researcher has some encourARIES
Just "keeping busy" is no
aging news for you.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
guarantee of success. The
Dr. T. Theodore Fujita has
You may feel disturbed at important thing now is to be
developed what he calls a
certain reactions to your ef- selective in your undertaking
s
"tornado machine" that may
forts, and fail to understand and waste no time on
unhelp scientists detect and
retaliate
anger.
them. Don't
in
productive ventures. KNOW
eventually prevent devastatTalk things over: You CAN your goals.
ing tornadoes.
straighten things out.
Dr. Fujita's research under
TAURUS
YOU BORN TODAY, ena federal space agency grant (Apr. 21 to May 214 d
dowed with a tremendous sense
for the study of cloud behavior
A fine day, bringing you a big of responsibility and a magnetic
is aimed also at making more
opportunity to display your personality, are
a born leader.
effective use of weather photalents and, perhaps, give a You have a trigger-quic
k mind
tographs gathered by earth- long-needed assist to'someone.
and are always ready for adorbiting satellite cameras.
Creative interests especially venture. Your
interests are
The geophysicist became
favored.
many, your talents also. Fields
interested in tornadoes when
GEMINI
in which you could reach your
Japan's Kyushu Island, where
May 22 to June 21)
greatest heights: Politics,
he was born, was struck by a
It may be tedious to attend to statesmanship, science (parfunnel cloud in 1948. After he
some matters, but go about all ticularly medicine),
writing or
came to the United States in
in your roundly able, normally the theater — as actor,
director
1953, Fujita began a study of
pleasant way and the day will or critic. Traits
curb:
to
tornadoes, with their winds up
bring unexpected pr:zes.
Overaggressiveness and sarto 300 miles per hour in the
CANCER
casm.
Midwest and 200 miles per (June 22 to July 23) 0(2)
hour in mountainous regions.
Day awaits YOUR move.
Fujita built his tornado maStudy all situations carefully,
chine so the' Characteristics of
then ACr Display your talents
tornado-producing clouds
so that they may serve you well,
could be studied firsthand.
brighten your image, enhance
While all thunderstorms apyour prestige and you can't
pear to rotate, he says, only
lose.
one in a hundred actually trigLEO
gers a tornado. His chief mis- (July 24 to Aug. 231
sion is to identify those rare
If faced with a "sticky"
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — It
exceptions so people would
problem, face up to it squarely,
have advance warning ofapanalyze Carefully and you will would be illegal to imprint the
proaching twisters.
reach 'a solution readily. A day Kentucky state seal onto a silObserving a thunderstorm
when keen judgment will pay 4 cup to be sold commercially, the Attorney Generfrom a high-flying jet airoff.
al's Office has advised.
plane, Fujita discovered eviVIRGO
dence that overturns the con- ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Asst. Atty. Gen. Guy C. Sheaventional theory of how tornaYou have such fine capacity rer noted that "generally, the
does are born.
to handle big problems, it would public regards the comMost scientists believed
be a shame to let little an- monwealth's seal usage as the
they were produced as rapidly
noyances "get you down." exclusive property of the comexpanding thunderclouds. But
Stress your innate optimism. monwealth."
Fujita says now tornadoes
LIBRA
"The words 'Commonwealth
seem to be created during a (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
of Kentucky' appearing in the
pause in the growth of the
Day starts out brightly, and seal on the silver cups," he
thundercloud.
you can keep it that way, if you said, "could lead the prospecHe also has developed a new
will. Just be careful not to let tive purchaser of the
silver
theory to explain why torna- irresponsible persons lead you cups
, to the assumption that
does often destroy one house
into unproductive activities.
they meet certain standards of
and leave neighboring buildSCORPIO
the commonwealth.
ings unscathed.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
-The words 'Commonwealth
Within each major tornado
Entrust your affairs only to of Kentucky' mean and imply
funnel, Fujita says, are several smaller funnels which spin the trustworthy if you MUST authenticity per se," he pointed
put them in other hands but, out, adding that it would be difwith much greater force.
These "suction vortices" where possible, handle what ficult to envision how the seal
dance about the base of the you can yourself. Curb could be put on cups without
giving official import to 't.
main funnel, creating an er- emotions.
The opinion was requested by
ratic path of destruction, he SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Lexington attorney Fred E. FuUsing his tornado machine-t--Thirft
'
. Ve!al*13614-riurself2-'• gait Jr., on behalf of a client
and testing his theories and invite tensions. As they who was contemplating imhave in the past, your innate printing the seal on
against real tornadoes and
silver cups
thunderclouds, Fujita says it skill, imagination and good and selling them.
soon may become possible to judgment will support you in
predict the onset of a tornado tight spots.
two hours before it descends CAPRICORN
from a cloud. That much (Dec' 22 to Jan' 201
IfiC
The busier the day, the
warning time could save
more
efficient you often become. But
countless lives.
be careful now not to overtax
Once scientists can predict
yourself by attempting too
tornadoes in advance, they
much. Don't waste time on
might be able to prevent
nonessentials.
them, Fujita believes. He
says that within 10 years AQUARIUS
methods to diffuse a thunder- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
storm or break up a tornado
Are you making the best use
after it is under way may be
of your talents — AND in the
possible as a result of current right areas? Here is a time
Pit Pol Aav
for
research.
Big government often is accused of having no imaginaMIESIEMProg. Info 753-3314w
_- 1_!
tion, The Federal Aviation
Administration is trying to
)
change all that.
thru
The agency has put up funds
to help finance a plan to transTUE.
form an abandoned strip mine
site near Hazard, Ky., into a
general aviation airport.
He's X rated
The aim is not only to improve air service to Hazard
and
but the environment as well.
animated
!
Ecologists call strip mines
one of the real environmental
X
NO ONE UNDER IS ADMITTED
villa ins.
Strip mining for coal near
Hazard leveled the top of a
Childrens Matinee Sat. 8 Sun. I HI 3
mountain. Only grading of the
site is necessary to build a
runway which could be extended to 7,000 feet.

X
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A forest fire locia,y.burped over an estimated one
kindred acres in the Kentucky Lake area, according
-a to Calloway County Forester Wade ,Roberts.
; Dr. Herbert Lee Williams, chairman of the
Department of Journalism at Memphis State
- University, is co-author of a textbook, "Modern
z Journalism," published this month.
;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Woods H are the parents
of a baby boy, Charles Fletcher, born October 27.
Thirty members of the Murray Woman's Club
attended the First District meeting of the KFWC
held at Kentucky Dam Village. Mrs. Adron Doran,
state president from Morehead, was the speaker.

•P,<‘1*

FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1972

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Ten Years Ago Today

Hendor

Democrats grudgingly into
the campaign.
It has been popularly assumed that Mr. Nixon would
not be able to generate a national "coattail" effect, but
statistics like those from
Rhode Island are frightening
Democrats. They suggest
straight Republican voting
and a danger that large numbers of Democratic voters
may simply stay away from
_the polls on Nov. 7. That tactic
would raise havoc withaff
Democratic candidates.
To achieve a "landslide"
victory, a presidential candidate must get 55 per cent of
the popular vote. This has
happened 10 times. Nine
times the winning party
gained seats in at least one
house of Congress. Seven
times the winning presidential party gained in both the
House and the Senate. Only in
1956 when Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower polled 57.4 per cent
of the vote against Adlai
Stevenson did his party fail to
gain seats in Congress. In
fact, the Republicans lost two
seats in the House that year.
Franklin D. Roosevelt's
1942 coattails were very effective. The Democrats gained 12
Senate seats and 97 House
seats in that election. FDR
polled 60.8 per cent of the
vote, a record that stood until
1964 when Johnson received
61.1 per cent. Johnson's victory was accompanied by a gain
of two Democrats in the Senate and 38 in the House.
The best Republican coattails belonged to Warren G.
Harding and Herbert Hoover.
According to Congressional
Quarterly researchers, Harding helped carry 11 Republicans to the Senate and 63 to
the House in 1920. In 428,
Hoover helped elect eight new
GOP senators and 30 new congressmen.
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(Wilson Woolley Photo)
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hendon announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Carolyn, to Kennie Ray
Colson,son of Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Colson of Murray.
Miss Hendon is a 1969 graduate of Murray State University
School and is now a senior at Murray State University where she
is majoring in elementary education.
Mr. Colson is a 1970 graduate of Murray State University School
and is now a junior at Murray State University majoring in art.
The wedding ceremony will take place at the Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray, on Friday, December 22, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening. A reception svill follow immediately in the church
fellowship hall.
Only out of town invitations are being sent. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend both the wedding and
the reception.

Pe/wear/di\
Mrs. Brent Outland returned
Don Hunter, Jr., of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes home recently after a three
weeks vacation in the western
Hospital, Paducah.
states. She vent by airplane to
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Denver, Colorado, where she
Moffett have returned to their was met by her brother-in-law
home in Panorama Shores after and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
a visit in Louisville where Mr. Zook of Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Moffett attended Grand Lodge The three then traveled by car.
and Mrs. Moffett, formerly of Points included in their•
Louisville, visited with friends. ininrary were Las Vegas,
Nevada, Salt Lake City, Utah,
Palm Springs, Disneyland, Los
Angeles, and Grand Canyoo.
The group returned to Cheyenne
and Mrs. Outland visited in the
Zook home for a few days before
returning to Murray.
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Fuses or circuit breakers are
essential for the protection of
wiring and appliances. They
guard against overloading of
the wiring system.

oks VACUUM
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A SHAG RUG SPECIALIST 87
e
Ae_
that adjusts to all carpets by being an
upright and a hose type cleaner too.
ON SPECIAL UNTIL
Phone 767-6295 For
NOV. 30, 1972
Free Demonstration

DEAR ABBY: I am so happy about a recent "victory,"
I have to share it with someone.
About two years ago I started taking "diet pills" to
control my appetite. They made me feel so great. Too
great. That was the trouble. Before I knew it I was taking
so many I stopped counting. I was hooked and didn't know
how to get off them and still function daily. [I am a registered nurse and should have known better.] I was averaging four to five hours of sleep at night and I was ruining
my family life with my impatience, irritability and tenseness
Finally one morning my head was reeling from exhaustion and too many pills and I couldn't remember
whether I had bathed the kids before I put them to
bed. I knew I had to have help, and then I did something I
hadn't done in years. I prayed. And by God [literally]
somehow I found the courage to take those pills and flush
them all down the toilet.
I'd be lying if I said the next few weeks were easy.
More than once I was tempted to get more pills, but I
prayed for the strength to keep me from it.
It's been months since I've taken a pill and I feer like a
new person. I am "high" on being free from artificial
stimulation which has to end in a depression.
I know this is too long to print, but please try to find
room in your column for some of it, Abby. I'm .surf there
are others who are hooked as badly as I was, and ii I can
kick the habit with prayer, so can they. Thank you.
BORN AGAIN IN LOUISVILLE
DEAR BORN: Your inspiring message is well worth
&bag into my column. The power of prayer can move
inountains.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-year-old girl, but my mother
calls me a "baby elephant " I don't know how much I
weigh because I'm afraid to get on a scale. I've tried to
stay away from sweets and fattening things, but I always
fall back in my old Says.
I asked my mother.to send me to a doctor who would
put me on a diet and she said, "I am not laying out money
for any doctor. You are not sick, you are just a big pig,
and all you need is willpower.
Abby, I know my willpower is weak, but I just have to
do something about my weight. All my girl friends have
boys walk them home from school and call them up and I
don't have anybody. And it looks like I'm never going to
get anybody the way I am. Can you help me?
FATS()

DEAR ABBY Grandfather was worried because his
5-year-old grandson was flying alone by plane from one
coast to the other. He said, "the boy its morn_
couple of stewardesses who do nothing but grin at him like.
a couple of Cheshire cats."
Has he ever seen Cheshire cats deal with skyjackers,
bomb threats, or passengers who are sightless, hard-ofhearing, crippled or drunk? Has a Cheshire cat ever given
oxygen or dealt with any number of medical emergencies
such as heart attack, seizure, or the premature birth of a
baby? Has he ever seen a Cheshire cat carry luggage:
change diapers, warm bottles and play games with children, or relieve the anxiety of an elderly passenger on her
first flight?
It's my opinion that the boy would be safer in the care
of a stewardess than with his grandfather Or hasn't grandpa got all his marbles?
STEWARDESS

NEW CLASS OPENING
"Let's Get Acquainted" Meetingi

FREE!!

RE"
CUS
50'
'3,7

1.3

tau Thru
VV TUE.
Kay Morrissey
Oirector

Tuesday, Oct. 31st, 10:00 a.m.
Gleason Hall
12th & Payne Streets
Murray, Kentucky
HEAR WEIGHT WATCHERS FIELD
SUPERVISOR LORRAINE LUKEN
(She's A 39 Pound"Winner")

"HOW TO LOSE WEIGHT AND KEEP IT OFF, FOREVER!"
For Men, Women, Teens and Children
WEIGHT WATCHERS. The Safe, Sensible, Satisfying Way to Lose Weight
"Some Talking... Some Listening.. .And A Program That Works"

In Color

:EEPER'S
,GHTER'
manue--.•••0.1At

OLD PRODUCTION
7E INTERNATIONAL
MES RETFASE
TED 70 ADULTS
tr7.1l--P711,t7°.177717

-Gren#parents are Mr. and
Mrs.• Ed Hutson ancl.Mr. andMrs. Glendale Ross, all of
Paris, Tenn.

There Is Also A ClasCai Gleason Hall on Mondays, '7:00 p.m.
For Information Call: (502) 436-2345
free "WEIGHT WATCHERS" meeting. However, registration
may be arranged after the meeting if desired.)
58.00 to join and S3.00 a week thereafter. No Contracts.

(There will be no charge for the

("Weight Watchers" is a registered tridemiik-or weigni-watchers•internansoat.

Mr., Mrs. Brown
Observing Fiftieth
Anniversary Today
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Brown of
Almo Route One are observing
their fiftieth wedding anniversary today, October 28, at
their home. No formal
celebration is planned.
Mrs. Brown, the former
Obera Cole, is the daughter of
Mrs. Wright Cole of Murray
Route Two and the late Mr.
Cole. She is a registered judge
for flower shows and is well
known for her flowers and
programs
flower
on
arrangement,
Mr. Brown,son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Nat Brown, now
operates his farm and raises•
Border Collie stock dogs. He
returned as general overall
manager
Bell
Southern
Telephone Company, now South
Central Bell, several years ago.
-years ago.
They have one son, DI,.
Brown of Murray, and one
daughter, Mrs Paschall ( Ann)
West of near Lynn Grove.-They
have one granddaughter, Miss
Cheryl Brown, and two grandsons, Tommy West and Dickie
West.
Charms are for luck, love,
fond wishes. -whared--fun, And,,
memories.

Monday, October 30
The Haunted House, sponsored by the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club,
will be open from six to ten p.m.
at 1608 Hamilton,

Kirksey Camp No. 170 WOW
will hold its annual family night
picnic at the Kirksey School
Cafeteria at 6:30 p.m.

SCOTT
DRUG
Chestnut
WILL Ii P0

[VERY SUNDAY

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
ONE HOUR SERVICE

DRY CLEANING

Good Monday, Tuesday

HUDSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hudson
of Route Six, Paris, Tenn., are
the parents of a baby girl, Mary
Kate, weighing nine pounds,
born on Wednesday, October
25, at 10:40 p.m. at the MurrayCallow): County Hospital.
The have three sons, Ross,
age eleven, Todd, age nine, and
John, age four. The father, a
former pro football player, is
now football coach and
assistant principal at Henry
County High School.

Sunday, October 29
Halloween Scramble Golf for
women and men will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at one
p.m. Sign up at the pro shop or
call either Mrs. Amos Tackett
or Mrs. Delmer Brewer.

Christian folk singing group,
will present a program at the
First United Methodist Church
at seven p.m. The public is
invited to attend.

SPECIAL
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8 Wed., Oct. 30, 31, Nov. 1
or Match
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MARTINIZING
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East Side of Square

Down' Town ONE HOUR SERVICE

The Knit Mill Store

Double Knit Fabric
OUR FIRST SALE EVER!
STARTS SUNDAY 12 to 6
One Week Only - Oct. 29th to_ Nov. 4
This is not eild-of-r-s-tiaton—s*ose-out—goods. These
are Brand New Fabrics Direct from our own mill.
1-2 yard lengths in our latest fall patterns and colors.
3 and 4 color designs you will see in high fashion
clothing
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DEAR STEWARDESS: Grandpa probably has all his
marbles, but he doesn't have all his facts. Thanks for
filling him in.
Problems? Trust Abby. Foe a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX 5976a, L. A.. CALIF. SWID and enclose a
stamped. addressed envelope.

Saturday, October 28
The Fall Festival will be held
at Almo Elementary School
starting at six p.m.

Mrs. A.J. Kipp was hostess
for October meeting of the
Maryleona Frost Circle of the
The Murray-Calloway County
United'Methodist Women of the
First Church held at her home Shrine Club will have a dinner
meeting at the Triangle Inn at
on Payne Street.
The vice-chairman, Mrs. 6:30 p.m.
Charles Smith, introduced Mrs.
The Billy Graham film, "Lost
Ed Watson, who presented the
program. She briefly discussed Generation", will be shown at
the exchange student program the Murray Church of the
and told how her family became Nazarene, Doran Road at
involved in it. She also shared Plainview, at seven p.m. There
her family's experiences when is no admission charge.
they vacationed in Spain this
The Haunted House, sponpast summer.
sored by the Kappa Department
Mrs. G.C. Fain, chairman, of the
Murray Woman's Club,
opened the meeting with a
will be open from six to ten p.m.
prayer and conducted a short at 1608
Hamilton.
boiness se„ssion fpllowing the
program.
The Agape Singers, nationally
Refreshments were served to
known interdenominational
the ten members present.
The next meeting will be held
November 14 at the home of
Mrs. Swight Crisp.

DEAR FATSO: For openers. 1 respectfully disagree
with your mother. The only sensible and safe way to lose
weight is to go to a doctor for a complete physical and a
prescribed diet. My advice to you is to offer to pay for the
doctor's visit. You can earn the money baby sitting or doing
chores if you really want to. Good luck. And I want a
progress report from you.

WEIGHT WATCHERS

Sun. 1 til 3

SATURDAY—OCTOBER 28, 1972

ONE HOUR SERVICE

R 28, 1972
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All yarn dyed, most 64 to 66 inches wide, including m
large men's wear fabric. You will want to have many
of these for Fall and holiday sewing.
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The Knit Mill Store
3233 Clarks River Rd.
Paducah, Ky. Phone 442-6688
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Fishing With The Best Of Them
By Jerry Allen
As I climbed into the boat
with one of Arkansas' best
fishermen, I could feel the effects of a vast cold front that
was moving in on top of us. Lake
Dardanell was really rolling
today.
It hadn't been long since my
ole fishing buddy Ken Dean and
I had crawled out of the sack
after a night of anticipation. We
had promptly eaten a hardy
breakfast whipped up by owgracious host, well-known
author and our soon to be
fishing partner, R.K. Bent.

While we were gobbling down
After breakfast, we headed to
a couple of eggs we were being Lake Dardanell where
we were
entertained by one of Arkan- to meet a friend of
Dr. Bent's,
sas's most enthusiastic out- Ron Brown. Ron knew
the area
doorsmen, Wilbur Wallace.
well and had promised to show
Wilbur has hunted and fis`..-cl us some really good fishin
g
around the world most all of his spots.
life; he fishes about 300 days of
After we'd all gotten together
the year and hunts the other 65. at
Spadra
Marina
in
Another of our soon-to-be- Clarksville, Ark., the probl
ems
fishing buddies, Jack Conor, began. Jack's motor
wouldn't
was also helping himself to a start.
Well, Wilbur and I
couple of eggs to start his assumed that
Ken and Jack
morning off right. Jack's a would work out
their problems
school superintendent in so we proceded
to head to a good
Mayflower Arkansas and fishes looking spot.
ever chance he gets.
No sooner had we eased in

The Cleen Teens are shown on one of their recent outings in the Land Betwe
en the Lakes. The group
is headquartered at Calloway High School.
Staff photo by Jerry Allen

Fallow Slaughtered
A group of concerned
bowhunters is offering a 8500
reward for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of
the person( si responsible for
killing the big fallow buck in the
deer enclosure in the Environmental Education Center
EEC) in Land Between the
Lakes. The vandall si cut a
large hole in the fence
sometime Wednesday night,
October 18, and slaughtered the
deer taking only the head and

hindquarters. TVA biologists
said that apparently the three
remaining fallow, two small
bucks and a doe, escaped
through the hole in the fence.
Anyone having information
regarding the fallow buck that
was taken from the deer enclosure please contact your
local state conservation officer
or TVA's Land Between the
Lakes headquarters, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231; phone
502-9244602.

-HUT-SON

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

'PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
Call Any Time

753-1933
•

rfilizer
V•ur FreserlatIon Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

*.
.;

Fallow Makes LBL
Top Hunting Spot

among a group of tree tops and
stick ups than we began to cast.
''Wham" I already had a nice
2-1b. bass on a coachdog
hellbender. Then I took another
3-1b. bass out of a stick-up close
by.
"Let me try one of those
hellbenders," Wilbur said.
"Ok" I replied, "Help
yourself, they're on top in my
tackle box."
It wasn't long til Wilbur was
ready for action.
"My gosh" I said. 'I've
forgotten to buy a license in all
the rush."
Just about then Dr. Bent and
Ron Brown came up pulling Ken
and Jack in another boat. They
couldn't get their motor started.
"Guess what?", I asked. "I've
still got to go get a license."
"Hop in my boat," said Dr.
Bent We'll have them in no
time.
So he rushed to Ow dock
where I purchased a license,
then we were heading back to
some serious fishing.
When we returned we found
that Ron had taken another
small bass and Wilbur had
gotten two more small ones, but
had thrown them back. We
exchanged boats once more and
began our fishing again.
Since Ken and Jack had no
motor they paddled and fished
stick-ups while Wilbur and I
fiaheda long rocky bank close to
a dirt railroad bank crossing the
edge of the lake. It wasn't long
til the action started again.
Wilbur landed a couple of 3- or

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!
Modern
Cottages

Pontoon Boats
House Boat Rentals

Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

Al's Tips

/

/

when

1

And before the day was out we
were planning another trip on
Kentucky Lake next spring,
we're going after some of those
slob crappie next time.

POMP AND

merits state dir
the picture in
through the ce
their rank to s
those who see
Elizabeth II of I
Tito wears dres

Hugh
Icy
MINI
501
Ken Dean, left, Jack Conor, center. and Wilbu
r Wallace
proudly display a string.of bass taken on lake Dardan
ell. Ark.,

71444e4

by Jim Heddon

last Saturday.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Streams Are Center Of Life
For Communities Of Wildlife

By John Madson
1. TRre are differences of ,
..eems rights., but never teL the
opinion about the effectiveness gun stop at that instan
Natural streams are magnets
t or you'll
of commercial deer scents. be behind the target.
for wildlife. In a desert, the
Many successful deer hunters
3. Clearnerless car wax can freerunning stream offers not
never use them, but on the other
only water but also lush
hand it's better to smell like a be rubbed on the contact lip of strear
nside cover. And it's no
your
spinning reel spool for
deer or almost anything else
different in humid farm regions
than like a human being; at smoother, longer casts.
where stream and their
least when you're hunting
4. To make a cheap, durable, floodplain thickets are the only
whitetails. Apply the stuff
quiet anchor that won't mar a 'good game habitat in deserts of
sparingly, however.
boat fill a gallon plastic bleach corn, soybeans and cotton.
2. Follow-through is vital in
bottle with sand or concrete
Today, wherever a free
shotgunning. Swing the bead
mix. Just screw the cap back on
strea
m runs, through cactus
through the target and pull the
and attach the anchor rope
country of cornbelt, it • runs
trigger at the instant the lead
through the jug handle.
under threat of death. In
Arizona, where the Corps of.
Army Engineers and Bureau of
Reclamation are stripping
Aurmoixtzto otAtke Mb'CHRYSLER
riverbanks of cover and ditMOTORS CORRORATIOM
ching the channels, prime
habitat of javelina, deer and
wild turkey is vanishing. Along
the Santa Cruz River alone, as
Many as 33 species of birds may
vanish or be reduced to remnants. Game managers in
Missouri, Illinois and Iowa are
& TO•LAIL
deeply concerned about stream
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
channelization in farm country
where the bottomlands of small
TI ANSPORTATION CENT
ER"
streams and rivers hood the
71$-lilt
best remaining habitat for
pheasant, quail, deer, rabbits

47144

Al's Tips

We didn't get to do much
more fishing after that morning
because of the cold weather and
pounding rain that had moved
in on us but we all sure enjoyed
each others fellowship.

Phone 901-247-3315

rsONI

1

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn.,

Jack Jones-owner

TAYLOR
MOTORS

1

bass in Flagg Lake.
But as I found out later even
Mr. John Alden Knight didn't
catch the legendary slop
bucket. "He was a
real
whooper bass," Wilbur said.
We continued to pick up a few
small bass as the morning
passed on and soon it was time
to head in for lunch. So we all
headed to the house to pick up
the world series on T.V. and for
a quick cat nap.

Cypress Bay
fir
Resort

..
.
.,t:
° A shy, handsome deer with a
. 7‘spotted coat and moose-like tom turkey from one of the few
..-rack has played a major role in native flocks of wild turkey in
,making Land Between the the eastern United States.
Lakes one of the top bow hun- Several bow hunting clubs and
associations plan meetings and
ting
areas in America. The deer
g.
social
gatherins in conjunction
is the fallow, a unique European
.°spec
0.
ies that was introduced into with the fall bow season in Land
'the area in the 1920's and has Between the Lakes. Many
"`. continued to flourish under hunters camp at Camp Energy,
e
ri TVA's wildlife and forest% a year-round group camp, or
one of the family campgrounds
fl management program.
or lake access areas.
Land Between the Lakes is a
Dates for the 1972 bow season
;i 170,000-acre wooded peninsula
between Kentucky Lake and in Land Between the lakes are
•• Lake
October 14 through November 4
‘.
Barkley in west Kentucky
and Tennessee. It is being and December 16 through
,
,developed by TVA as a national December 30. For additional
information write Land -Bet
demonstration in outdoor
ween the Lakes, TVA, Golden
recreation and environmental
Pond, Kentucky 42231.
and hunting is one of
the prime attractions (*the
F
recreational menu. An outdoor
editor reported that a survey
conducted several years ago by
*he National Field Archery
Association indicated tharland
1. If you tape the trajectory,.
CHANNEL CATFISH: Most
Between the Lakes lures more figures for a particular load to popular of the
entire catfish
bow hunters farther from home your rifle or its scope, you won't family which
numbers over
than any other place in the have to rely on memory in 1,000 specie
s throughout the
. United States. And bow hunting holding over or under for a ;world
. Strong on the fight, but
in Land Between the Lakes has target at a particular estimated delicately
flavored
and
grown in popularity since that
delectable to eat, the channel
survey was released. Last ybar
2. On either a rifle or a han- catfish is a highly prized
catch
over 3,000 bow hunters from all dgun. the sight picture changes among
those who know their
over the Midwest coverged
a scope is used. The six fishes, like the Heddon
experts.
on the area for the fall and o'clock hold is now abandoned,
WORLD RECORD: A 68
winter split bow season lor and the crosshairs must be pounder from
Santee Cooper
.deer. And it's a .safe bet that centered not under but right ° Reservoir,-in 1964,
tops the list.
:many of these sportsmen had against the middle of the target This will be
hard to beat.
`visions of a big;palmated fallow area.
HABITAT: The channel
Tack_adornirg their den wall.
3. A deer tag that's been at- prefers cleaner, faster
moving
. The fallow is not the only tached through the hambrelcan. waters. than
the other popular
attraction for bow hunters in sometimes piill out and be lost species. Best
spots are below
.Land Between the Lakes The while you're dragging your dams, along
undercut banks
.area has a much larger herd
of game out. To avOid this, wrap a below riffles, and where small
white-tailed deer and as a bonus handkerchief or scarf around it streams flow
into a lake.
how hunterg can also try for a and tie securely
FISHING TIPS
There's

r:

4-lb bass on the hellbender and I
changed to a Mann's pro model
Wally Bully and the action
started to happen.
I threw in a submerged log
nearby and just as the Wully
Bully came off the log "Wham
Splash" the bass burst clean
and tail walked all over that
tree, but a bit of fast action
manuvering and I had him to
the boat.
Just as I got him to the boat
Wilbur's action picked up again,
he had a real nice one this time
so I grabbed the net and
scooped him up while Wilbur led
him into the net.
As we kept fishing Wilbur and
I swapped stories. Wilbur told
me about a time he'd fished
with John Alden Knight, the
author of the Solunar tables.
They were after ole slop
buckett, the biggest, meanest

and other wildlife.
streams was dealt in 1954, when that often
included the best •)
_ Such "stream improvement" the Watershed Protec
tion and wildlife habitat in whole
is done jxi th-eñàine Of non&-RUM Prevention--Art-put the,
control, although it rarely Soil Conservation
Service of the
Today, under rising public
solves the problem. It just USDA in the same
pork-barrel pressure the chann
elizing
passes the problem farther league as the Corps.
Known as agencies show signs
of
downstream—after tran- Public Law 566, that
Act modifying their progr
ams. A
sforming
fertile
natural authorized the SCS to help local
few states are enacting stiff
streams into sterile ditches, and groups plan
and carry out laws to protec
t their natural
replacing floodplain programs of flood
control and
d' Ts, and the federal Enwildlands with fields of
-iage.
vir wrnental Protection Act of
soybeans. Although GovernA lot of us were happy about 1969
is baring its teeth and
ment-subsidized channelization P.L. 566, for it promi
sed to forcing the river-wrec
kers to
is allegedly for flood control improve
many
project prove that any loss to
a natural
only, it often serves to bring watersheds for fish
and wildlife. stream is really
justified by the
more land into farm produc- But the law had a hidden
thorn: gains. Cynical
cost-benefit
tion--trading natural streams the cost of such
flood control as ratios that were
base solely on
for more surplus crops.
stream channelization would be shortterm economics, with no
Past stream channelization paid inrun
Uncle Sam, but heed paid to
long-term losses,
was often a piecemeal effort by only half of any
fish and wildlife are no longer
acceptable.
landowners, with little real habitat enhan
cement would be
Yet, it must be noted that not
effect. That began changing in footed by federa
l funds. lan- all channelizati
on is bad. It is
1944, when the federal flood downers went
for the biggest sometime
s_ necessary,
Control Act of 1936 was slice of federa
l subsidy and especially where
urban streams
amended to involve the U.S. generally
ignored parts of the flow
through residential and
Corps of Army Engineers in plan for which
they must pay industrial areas.
major drainage problems. It half.
Wildlife
habitat
However, channelizing should
was the first time that the Corps destruction
suddenly became be the final
alternative. Before
had really gotten into drainage far more
attractive than any actual
work for flood control; until wildlif
engineering in a
e habitat enhancement. natura
l streamed, there should
then, most of its flood control
Armed with P.L. 566 and a
be careful weighing of losses
work had been limited to
levees pack of political tradegoods, the and
g..ins—with biologists, as
and dams.
SCS began to shape new well
as engineers
The next blow to our natura
and
progr
ams.
l
Throuh the 1950's, econom
ists,
calling the tune.
with relatively tight reins on
Floodplain zoning shoufA be
federal spending,the SCS did ita.
considered; it may be cheaper
tioinework and made plans. But
and better to let the stream live
beginning in the early 1960's,
free in its floodplain instead of
federal pursestrings were
making that floodplain safe for
loosenkt- and the draglines
soybeans and used-car lots. And
roared into action on the
even when clianpelization is the
watersheds.
only answer, there are ways to
As usual, sportsmen and
ease its damage to a river
conservationists were a bit slow
system.
in getting their backs up. Before
Natural streams do more
they knew it, mortal injury was
than support wildlife; they are
being done to natural drainages
that they would least afford to wildlife. They are alive and
active, changing the land and
lose: farm creeks and streams,
giving its the features that
prairi
e
wetlands, river swan'
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
making
country worth
desert streams, trout strea
ms, • living in—for us as well as
the
and countless little
flowages wild creatures that we pcize.
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COM
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401 M
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WARD - ELKINS
C•04
Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

something irresistable about
a
fresh, bloody chicken liver to
a
channel catfish. Heddo
n
suggests one of the sporti
est
methods for fishing these
is
with a fly rod and
a
inonofilament line.
The live should be heavy, at
least 20-pound test, and
a
stripping basket belted on your
stomach makes an ideal place
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
to inementarily store
Although there have been few
stripped
in line.
fishermen out, those who are
You wade the shallow side
have found good black bass and
of
a stream and spat fish the
crappie fishing at many of Kenliver
across to the deep shore.
tucky
Let it
sink to the bottom, held
The lake-by-lake rundown
down
by a few split shot, and
from the Deportment of Fish
keept it
bouncing just over the
and Wildlife Resources:
cover.
When you get a pickup,
KENTUCKY—Black bass exset the
hook and enjoy the fight
-it's cellent in lower and mid-lake
usually a real donnybrook'
with some limits on medium

All Makes of Guns

Fishing Report
runners; crappie good on minnows along channels and dropoffs; catfish fair on cut bait
below dam; clear to murky
to
muddy,falling and 58 degrees.
BARKLEY—Crappie good on
minnows in inlets and bays
over cover; black bass fair on
medium runners and artificial
nightcrawlers; catfish good on
cut bait belOw darn; clear, falling and 58 degrees.

PAUL'S TAXIDERMY
SPECIALIZING IN BASS
Rt. 6, Iry4n.Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kcgiicky 42871
Phone 1502753-8073

•••
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MISSING MILLIONS

14-7
s)

Eva's fortune stirs interest

Bit of horse lore
LEXINGTON,
Ky.
IUPII—A variety of bits are
used by horse trainers. Each bit
has a specific purpose so that
jockeys can have greater
control of their mounts.
Most bits are made of
stainless steel or aluminum.
Many have the term -snaffle"
in their names. This denotes a
swivelling or turning joint
which lends flexibility to the
bit, lessening its severity.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 30, 1972
Look in the section in which facilitate work projects. Don't
your birthday comes and find bank on achieving more than
what your outlook is, according usual gains, and you may be
surprised with more than you
to the stars.
expect.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 cr4, A VIRGO
You, like many others, can ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Do not become involved in
make fine progress now, but it
will be imperative that you matters which do not really
avoid impulsiveness. No matter concern you, but DO take an
how enthusiastic you are, don't interest in new trends within
go out on dangerous "limbs." your own field.
LIBRA
TAURUS
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) --(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
A highly favorable day. And
A partial change of routine or
alteration of pace can energize there's more than one avenue
your being now, just as a by which to gain — your perchange of scenery Or Some sonality, manner and approach
not the least among them.
recreation uplifts.
SCORPIO
GEMINI
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MIN'
(May 22 to June 211
Don't cross others without
Excellent influences. But do
not place yourself in an un- ample reason. It may turn out
tenable position or you won't best if you wait a bit before
achieve the gains possible. making decisions, give time for
added factors to appear.
Easy does it!
CANCER
SAGITTARIUS
(June 22 to July 23)
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Don't split hairs when it
Strategy and common sense
comes to making important will be the biggest factors in
moves or decisions. Neither so your success picture now.
diversify your activities that THINK your way through,
you accomplish tellingly in
CAPRICORN
none.
!Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
LEO
In everyday matters, give a
(July 24 to Aug. 231
Do whatever you can to little! You will be surprised at
the
results.
Your fine
imagination can give a timeworn or thinly devised project
the boost it requires,

Np

114
1k

wJ

Iwo

-O.
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE—Among governments state dinners during state visits are very much in
the picture in this modern day —as has been the case
through the centuries. Heads of state dress the part of
their rank to see, be seen, and, hopefully, to impress
those who see them. No exception is the state visit by
Elizabeth II of Britain to Belgrade, Yugoslavia. President
Tito wears dress uniform.

.124g

uOies 2nd Big Carpet Sale
•

If You Need Carpet, This Is It!!
MINI SHAGS

4,4

to by Jerry Allen

j
895sq, yd.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) •'''"`"
Your intuition and perception
should be keen now. Under
prevailing planetary influences,
you should win advancement,
gain new benefits.

Installed

35

REGULAR SHAGS

COMMERCIAL CARPETS
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1953.
However, the now canceled
deed also refers to Eva
Peron's possible assets
abroad. That reference in the
20-year-old protocol was
made public some years back
and set off rumors of secret
numbered accounts in Switzerland in Eva Peron's name.
But no concrete evidence of
any such has ever turned up.
The foundation which received most of her fortune
was broken up late in 1955 after the military coup that
drove Peron from power.
i3ut Mrs. lbarguren's legal
counsel said that she was not
seeking any part of the millions and millions that went
into the foundation.
All she wanted was her
legal share of some real estate, bought when Eva Peron
was single, and two resi-

dences in the fashionable embassy quarter of Buenos
Aires' northern suburbs given
her by the late Argentine
shipowner and airline magnate, Alberto Dodero.
The suit also requested the
return of Eva Peron's jewels
and numerous foreign government decorations.
The jewels were auctioned
off just after the 1955 revolution in the attempt to regain
some of the immense sums
squandered during the Peron
dictatorship.
Most of the jewelry was
bought by a New York jeweler, and the rest by buyers
from all over the world in one
of the most sensational sales
of all times.
Peron claimed that he
turned over the Dodero properties to the foundation as student hostels.

Drycleaning SPECIAL
Ladies'or Men's

SPORT
COATS
any 2 for

SUITS!

C

any2for

119
Good

b

Shirts Laundered
5for 990

One

HOUR

DRY cLeaneRs

BASS

Central Shopping Center
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
•••••••

Phone 753-9084

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS

"LESS TAXES"

•

.st.tless

$
fed, t,.r.

monied
Tire prices :tort as low as $10.40 ea.
plus $1.61 Fed, Ex. Tax for Sears
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 size.

Sears

Catalog Sales Office

Murray, Ky.
Southside Shopping Center

— SERVICES —
Friday and Saturday 7:30 p.m.
Sunday 10:40 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Sermon Topics

Sermon Topics

Friday

Sunday a.m.
"WHEN THE BOOKS

"SIN FINDS OM 0Uf".

WERE OPENED"
Sunday p.m. "WHAT IS
HEAVEN LIKE"

Won*
"REPENTANCE'

Danny Cottrell, 'Evangelist
* Nursery Facilities Provided
* Church Bus To Run Regular Route
Everyone is Cordially invited

HUGHES PAINT STORE

MONDAY• TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

SILENT GUARD
Sees sttonges1 bias-ply belled lire

7th AND POPLAR CHURCH OF CHRIST
October 27, 28 and 29

— FREE,.WI_MATES

401 Maple Street

Tornadoes occur more often
in the United States than
anywhere else in the world,
says National Geographic.

GOSPEL MEETING

Oregon Wildlife
Park Opens

Sale Starts Monday, October 30

RMY

Cobb Rd
heakicky 42071
12 77S3-4073

BUENOS AIRES — Eva
Peron's missing millions, a
fortune estimated at possibly
as much as $250 million, again
are stirring a political and
legal sensation in Argentina.
The wife of the long-exiled
former dictator has been dead
over 20 years now, since July
26, 1952, but a court decision
ruling that her mother could
not legally sign over her own
rights to part of the estate to
then President Juan Peron
has revived interest in the
beautiful woman some Argentines revere as a saint.
Still there are those Argentine observers who suggest
that the timing of the court
action has political overtones.
Peron, 77 on Oct. 8, has
lived in Madrid, Spain,for the
last 10 years, and in exile
abroad for 17 years, since his
overthrow in September, 1955.
But some of his still faithful
followers are insisting that he
will be a candidate in the Argentine presidential elections,
tentatively scheduled to be
held in March, 1973.
Speculation that the court
decision may be more than a
belated effort to see that justice be done Dona Juana
lbarguren de Duarte is reinforced by the fact that she,
herself, passed away in 1970.
In effect, Judge Manuel E.
Caceres now has ruled that
Eva Peron's mother could not
sign away Oct. 15, 1952, something she did not possess at
that time — a share in Eva's
fortune.
Dona Juana brought suit
against Peron in 1968 seeking
to have the deed quashed
mainly on the grdunds that he
had never formally actepted
it. She also charged he had
shown ingratitude to his
elderly mother-in-law.
Through his attorney,
Peron claimed he personally
never received the moneys
and properties, which went to
the Eva Peron Foundation.
Peron said his wife's assets
were duly made over to the
foundation by law on Aug. 14,

PISCES
Jilew
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be sure that whatever it is in
which you invest your time and
95 sq. yd. Installed
money has meaning — not just
for the present, but for some
time to come. Use care in
undling details.
$695sq. yd. Installed
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and could
make a success in any one of
many fields. You have an excellent mind and an outgoing
---$695sq. yd. Installed
personality; could, if you mite_
the best use of your potentials,
become a leader in any line you
$895 sq. yd. Installed
choose. In literature, your work
would have a highly dramatic
quality; in medicine, you could
cure not only the body but the
mind; in the legal field, your
sense of the dramatic would
make you an outstanding trial
WINSTON, Ore. (AP)
lawyer. You have a definite
ii I s
science; also out- — Developers of World
Atildlifik•Sm.farl,a new 300standing -financial
Statesmanship and agriculture acre animal park here, pTalra
are also fine outlets for your full recreational complex detalents. Birthdate of: John signed to attract 400,000 tourPhone 753-3642
Adams, 2nd Pres., U.S.A.; ists annually to Southern OreRichard B. Sheridan, Irish gon
Walker and Lee Real Estate,
dramatist.
Anaheim, Calif., and South
Umpqua Properties. a local
company, say they eventually
will add another 150 acres to the
park. near Interstate 5 — the
major north-south highway on
the West Coast.
After that, they plan motels,
restaurants, gift shops, campgrounds, a golf course, condominiums, apartments and
single family homes.
Completed, the development
would cover 2,300 acres of
wooded hills. Its permanent
population would include some
2;5 Asian, African and North
American animals and about
1,000 families.
Frank Hart, president of
Walker and Lee, whose company is expected to supply 80
per cent of the financing, said
development of the wildlife
park will cost $1 million, including funds for roads, a visitors' center and fences to confine the animals to their park
sections.
:Good Mon —Wed.
Worlion the 400-acre housing
•
area should begin next year, he
said.'Lots near an 18-hole golf
course will be sold to those who
want to build their own homes
The developers have asked
returned to you
the Douglas County planning
folded or on hangers
commission to approve the
project as a planned unit devel•
opment, defined as a subMon.--Wed. •
Price Good All Week
division designed to provide a
recreation area for residents'
use.
Should the commission deny
the request, the City of Winston
— a town of 2,600 — could
annex the property to allow the
project to proceed

501 NYLON CARPETS

PLUSH CARPET

By WILLIAM
L.F. HORSEY
Copley News Service

III

111 '120"
111 rAsH
mg EVERY
• WEEK!

Ves! We are gel ing as.as $20.00 to some lucky person etery daj...Mondaj thru Saturdaj.
Nothing to buy 'ome in and register each day . Adults only.(ink one winner per person per
ss e..k. vim (.1111crha l, s• trs be present to ;sin.

* THIS WEEK'S WINNERS * Prices Good Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday Only
Wednesday - Lunelle Phillips
- LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED William P. Avery
Thursday -

67'
SUGAR 5.59'

TIDE

Giant Size

Red & White

Golden Delicious

32-oz. Returnable Bottles

APPLES

COKES

4-Lb. Bag

49'

FRYERS

With Bottle
or Deposit

191

Whole
lb

25(p

Katterjohn

JOHNSONS

for Congress.

Open 7 a.m.-9 p.m. — Monday thru Saturday

Pd pot kir
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Women Seek That Ideal Man
By VIVIAILBROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Women's Lib is not about
to kill off that age-old search
for "a big strong man who
will take a girl away from it
all." The hunt is still on as this
letter indicates.
"Many months ago I read
about a 26-year-old bachelor
and the kind of wife he is seeking. But where do you find such
a man? I've been looking ever
since and haven't met a single
eligible man who is older than
21 I am 22 and I don't want to
be a career girl and live alone
as my sister is doing She can't
get dates either, except with
married men, and she doesn't
want that.. •
Interest in the 26-year-old
bachelor's ideas got underway
sometime ago when his "startling" ideas about marriage
were discussed informally with
a group of women and recorded
by the press
It intrigued many girls to visualize themselves as "that
girl" "I can wear his glass

"LESS TAXES"

•
Katterjohn
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slipper." as one girl put it. And
the Cinderella letters are still
coming.
The bachelor had said he and
his friends "didn't like the modern (girl I package. He was
seeking a girl "happy she is a
girl". . interested in a home
able to cook and enjoy it ...
cheerful and positive .. a good
sport .
a' team mate .. a
money watcher ... one who
would respect him and make
him feel important. In return
his wife could do pretty much
what she wanted to do.
But a 22-year-old Tuscon girl
was optimistic - "if there is
such a man eligible, others
might exist. so I'll keep looking." A Gaffney, S. C. student
had found many, but she was
pessimistic. Most of the bachelors she had met were dedicated to "seeing how far they
could go with their dates •' Her
description of •'an all MAN husband- is one who accepts responsibilities, is neat, understanding, willing to share her
interests and ask her "to accompany him on business trips
and dinner engagements.. ."
A 26-year-old Dallas girl applauded the idea, pointing out.
she would like "to marry a guy
who is willing to make a living
for me so I can stay home and
raise a family " A San Francisco girl confided, "it has been
difficult to meet men who will
do the cigar smoking and allow
a woman to be feminine and a
mother to his children 'Another California girl confirmed
...if you've heard there is a
shortage of bachelors in'Cali41F055113ILITY OUR 504COL UMARY
HAS BANNED A
15 AN
EXCO5E. CERTAIN 130014,5EE,
AND lak laANT TO
IN LAW'

fornia, it is all too true...
Only two girls resented the
bachelor's requirements. A 24year-old Chicago girl insisted
"the modern package in men
isn't so great, either, so there"
.. although, she, too, would
like to meet "an old-fashioned
man. "
But an Oceanside, L. I. woman wanted to know why a 26year-old bachelor wanted to get
married anyway "Why doesn't
he look in pet shops for a companion - dogs and cats can be
feminine, enjoy a good home,
and will drop everything to join
in what he wants to do. They
will make him feel important,
and will be economical to
keep."
"And if Buster wants a good
cook." she added. "I would suggest he look in the classified ads
under domestic help."
Some letters from men attempted to explain why the
male sex continued to be elusive A Grand Blanc. Mich_
man, 27, agreed with the bachelor, but concludes that girls
are "playing hard to get." He
adrdits. paradoxically, "if a girl
is easy to make a date with,
most guys wouldn't think of
marrying her....
A 43-year-old bachelor from
Spartanburg, S. C. had his say,
also. He provided a little insight
into what one man thinks is
wrong with today's girl. A lawyer, non-smoker. non-drinker,6
ft. 2, tall with heavy wavy hair,
a veteran, conservative dresser, he is interested in sports,
drama, writing. magic, American Indian culture, pets, tree'
planting and reading. He has

been told by friends that marriage is the one thing he needs
"to be completely rounded,"
but he can't find the right girl.
"Girls are not dependable.
They think nothing of breaking
dates.. they judge a man by
the worth of his car rather than
his character." He would gladly
share his devotion, sincerity,
honesty. money and property "she would be queen, I would be
king" - if he were to find the
right girl But it must work both
ways
Through the years he has
found girls between the ages of
18 and 27 "the most difficult to
get along with". Too spoiled.
One 29-year-old girl accused
him of "not understanding
her." Another girl terminated
their romance by writing him,
"you are too kind to say so, but
I think our personalities do not
blend too well.
He did
share that view.
"I am completely for marriage but I think my high ideals
have caused frustrations. If
there are good girls around desiring to meet good men. I am
encouraged
. ."
And that kind of puts the
glass slipper on the other foot.

*.•

Pandas come from eastern
Tibet and Szechwan Prbvince
in southwest China.
Poi, a food staple in flar4aii„
is sometimes used as a gentle
cleanaing agent.
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IT'S HOME FOR 20,000 BIRDS— Airview shows size of the Orkney
island of Copinsay, which is the home of
20,000 birds. Bought by British nature lovers, island memorializes ornithologist James
Fisher, killed p an auto accident
Island has 200-foot-high cliff nearly a mile long and is the home of many species of
seabirds.

Exercise For Children
Crime, Justice
Intrigue Author Should Be Encouraged
By PHIL THOMAS
AP Newsfeatures Writer
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author James Mills talks with
quiet wonder of the success of
his latest book, "Report To The
Commissioner.In a tone that indicates he
still finds it hard to believe,
Mills says, "I had no idea the
book was going to take off the
way it did. You know - the
best-seller list, book-club selection, movie purchase bit I
knew this sort of thing happened to other people, but I
never dreamed it would happen
to me."
The 40-year-old Milwaukee
native who now lives in Paris
pauses. then adds, "Now I can
write full time without worrying _about money 'Report' has
made a nice amount Of money
It's the first one of my books to
do so,
Mills. a tall, easygoing man
who has been a wire service
reporter and an associate editor
of "Life." says that while "Report" is his third published book
it is his first work of fiction
The other two - "The Prosecutor" and "The Panic in
Needle Park" - began as magazine articles and were later
expanded into books.
Mills says the idea for "Report." a tough, taut story of a
naive, idealistic New York City
detective who runs afoul of the
system. "just came to me. Really. I'd been writing about cops
for a long time, and I found the
whole area of cops,
and
justice in New York fascinating.
"You meet a lot of people in
one sphere and spend years
with them, listen to them talk,
and it all soaks into you after a
while.
"Since 1 knew a lot about

police and New York City, it
came to me that there might be
a good story in a satiation in
which an innocent kid who happens to be a detective finds
himself in a very treacherous,
violent neighborhood.
"Then I got the idea of writing the story in the form of a
police investigation - as if the
reader has just found this document on the police commissioner's desk, picked it up and
read it.
"Funny thing is that while
the story is all made up, some
people actually have taken it
seriously and not believed it
really was a novel."
Mills currently is in the notemaking stage of another novel.
"It's in the same field of crime
and justice." he says. "but the
focus will be more on the people
involved in the court system."
He says he hasn't begun writmg- the book yet but when he
does write he usually goilk to.
the south of France and finds
"a quiet hotel room where I try
to be very alone and where I
hope I won't meet anyone I
know because my mind is always working on what I'm writing, and I work best without
others around."
The bachelor writer adds that
"what I do is wake up early, go
to the typewriter and write.
write quite fast and after a
couple of hours at the typewriter I'll go out to the beach
and spend a lot of time lying
around thinking about what I'm
going to write the next day_
"All the writing is done in my
head so that when I go to bed I
have the next day's scene all set
in my mind_ When I wake up, it
all comes out very quickly and
very freshly
"Then I spend the rest of the
day lying around with my eyes
closed and trying to'convince
anyone who's interested that
I'm really writing."

Is Your Child Active Enough?
Most parents would answer
such a question with an
unequivocal "yes."
But, think about it for a
minute.
According to the American
Association
for
Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation, physical activity
generally decreases as a child
grows older.
While toddlers are extremely
active, once a child gets into a
school situation only a small
portion of the day is devoted to
physical activities, and many
schools still lack daily
programs.
Add to this the study time at
home, television viewing, and
the dependency on being
transported by parents and it
becomes apparent how inactive
many young people become.
According. to Dr. Jack Baker,
-Associate Prflessiut of PhysicalEducation at Murray State
University. area physical
education coordinator for the
PEPI project, the Association
area
physical
education
coordinator for the
According to Dr. Jack Baker,
Associate Professor of Physical
Education at Murray State
University, area physical
education coordinator for the
PEPI project, the Association is
more concerned with encouraging physical activities
that people will enjoy than
pushing particular team sports.
"The new physical education
is more individualized. Not
everyone wants to be on a team
and compete. But everyone
should be active and fit,
whether it's through biking,
tennis, bowling, team sports or
just walking." '
Specialists insist that parents
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are critical to the success of
school efforts that encourage,
physical
activity.
They
recommend, for example, that
parent
ii) arrange for more physical
activities where the whole
family is involved such as.,
walking, bowling, swimming,',:
skating, etc.'
I 2)encourage young people to
walk or ride bikes where then
distance isn't _great land i
there are no bike paths or•
sidewalks so it's safe, get others
together to remedy the
situation).
13) make sure your chill
becomes skilled in at least one
"lifetime" sport, some activity
such as tennis bowling, or goli
that he can always participate
in, even when he's much older.
I di check into the physical
education program at school to
make sure that a planned
jarewarn exists which Serves
every child, not'
the-gifted'
athletes.
IS) see that children get
proper rest, medical care, fresh
air, nutrition, and exercise,
( 61 when buying toys or
backyard equipment, select
items which will give a child a •
good physical workout as well
as fun.
The Association also reminds
parents that children's attitudes
are most often from parents. If
you smoke, the chances that
they will smoke are greater. If
your're not physically active,
why should they be?
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FULL SERVICE OFFICE
t

1. We sell YOUR real estate,
2. We locate other property for you.
3. We assist with your financial obligations.
4. We insure your property-including mortgage protection
to cover your loan.
5. Finally, we auction your excess personal contents that
you do not prefer to move.
Where can you obtain this type of service?
ONLY AT WILSON'S INSURANCE & REAL ESTATE
AGENCY.

•

OWNER WILL TRADE - four bedrooms, two baths, central
heat and air, near Murray High School.
a

TRANSFERABLE LOAN - four bedrooms, family room,
large kitchen, outside of city-It's now REDUCED Under
$19,000.
THREE BEDROOM frame, living room, dining room, kitUnder $7,000.
chen, outside of city
LARGE THREE BEDROOM HOME, kitchen includes dishwasher, range and refrigerator, two acres Under $11,000.
BABY FARM - 20 acres, has nice building site, year round
water, price includes mobile home.
160 ACRE FARM - three bedroom frame, ponds.
ONE ACRE LOT - Price includes mobile home.
THREE BED_ROOM MOBILE, luz baths, price includes two
lots.
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FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

NOTICE

4*************************Isat
- FOR SALE * EXTRA SPECIAI.: Beautiful mobile home,already set up *
* at Riviera Courts Excellent condition. Ready to turn the *
* key and move in. 12'x65'. 1971 Kingswood. Total electric, *
* central air and heat, garbage disposal, carpet and use *
* type furniture. Two, bedrooms, two full baths, large *
•
* awning and concrete slab. Everything you could want in a 11
* mobile home. No sales tax t.o pay.

*

*
*

*

*

i

Phone ...
*
1
* Neal Starks Mobile Homes *
*
753-6734

REPOSSESSED currER blade ONE 20 Gauge 3" Magnum
for PC dozer. Also repossessed Browning. One 12 Gauge over and
1967 Chrysler New Yorker. Phone under Winchester 101. One 20
753-1893.
028C gauge model 12 Winchester,
never been fired. One Ray Harm
REGISTERED Llewelyn Setters print, Mallard, $175.00. Phone
all white. Bee Creek Kennels. 753-3518.
030C
N3C
Call 753-7585.
15 WEANING Pigs. Phone 492FARM WAGON, steel tongue, 8644.
030P
rubber tires and factory axels
Phone 753-7210 or after 5:00 p.m. SPINET-CONSOLE Piano
031P Wanted responsible party to take
753-8567.
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
BIRp DOG puppies, Setters, Can be seen locally. Write Credit
white, registered. Phone 753-6729, Manager, P.O. Box 276,
if no answer, 753-1484. Also 1970 Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. 028P
Buick Skylard air and power,
32,000 miles.'
031P CONSOLE Magnovox stereo,
FM-AM radio. Reasonable.
030P
OLD „ UPRIGHT
piano. Phone/63-9373.
Reasonable. Phone 753-3904, after
FOUR BEDROOM farm house
2:30 p.m.
03IC
Must be moved from property. To
see go 94 west, turn South on
NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5' and
Johnny Robertson Road, first
6' lift type or pull type. Vinson
house on left, or phone 753-7423
Tractor Co.,753-4892.
ITC
after 5:00p.m.
028P

NOTICE
Srinni
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FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment at 502 Elm Street. Two
bedroom mobile home on 641, two
miles South. Phone 753-4645 after
4:00 p.m., or anytime Saturday.
028C
"
TWO BEDROOM 10' wide trailer.
Also 8' wide two bedroom trailer.
Close to campus. Phone 7535375.
0
.
28C

SERVICES OFFERED
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.

natitiii. 2

CI 8.0 88818 82I.2 21 2_1LU 11_2 2.2

3

As of this date,October 27, I am
no longer responsible for any
CARPET-LINOLEUM in- debts other than my own. Jeff C.
stallations aid repairs, all types. Gillahan, 747 Fair Street, Berea,
Residential or commercial. For Ohio.
030P
free estimate phone 4362124.
November1C
SERVICES OFFERED *

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and COLLECTOR'S CORNER,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, opening Sunday, 1:00-6:00, weekWe have a client with a request for a three bedroom, 112
-or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC days, 9:00 a.rn,-2: 30 p.m.
baths, central heat and air. Give us a call if you have the
Tuesday and Thursday nights,
HALLOWEEN DANCE
above requested property.
GENERAL. HOUSE wiring. 7:00-9:00. HIghway 121 West, next
'Tuesday, Oct. 31st
Installation or rework. No job
to fairgrounds.
028C
By When, Who & Why
PRIVATE
TWO
bedroom big•or too small. Call for estimate
Rock Band
November 27P
apartment, gas heat, large 436-2159, Jim.
Every Tuesday Night
rooms. $45.00 per month. Also two
bedroom 8'x40' trailer, all
FOR RENT
202 So. 4th
electric. $45.00 per month. Phone
Phone 642-9804
AND used tractor tires.
Phone 753-3263
489-2595.
030C 12'x50' TRAILER, electric heat.
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
N2C Jeuefer Leann has arrived
service. Vinson Tractor Co.,
Phone 753-7856.
THREE BEDROOM house near
safely and Sherre Parker
Phone 753-4892.
1TC
If You
Murray. Mature adults or couple ROOM AND board for elderly will be back to work at
About
Our
Nome Phone
with small child preferred. Call man or woman Phone 753-6578, Judy's Beauty Salon
ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
030P 908 Sycamore.
030C beginning Monday, Ocpoint Also regular plow points, to
Aluminum Plates 376-2794 Wingo,Ky.
Sales Personnel:
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
tober 30th.
Phone...
fit most plows. Chisel plow
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
TWO BEDROOM Mobile home, NICE MOBILE home on private
points, cultivator shovels and
each
Phone 753-5902
in a quiet place. Rent can be lot near University.. Air consweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753BID Adams 753-5657
worked out as carpenters helper, ditioned, electric heat, carpeted.
4892.
1TC
Before 5:00 p.m.
full or part time. Call 753Phone 753-3949 or 753-6044. 031C UNCUMBERED MATURE lady
Don Nanney 753-9912
The Ledger & Times
or
TWO 5-gaited saddle horses, been
4770.
030C
wants live in job as companion
shown successfully in society
NICE 10' wide two bedroom with elderly lady. Will do light
103 N. 4th Street
BY OWNER; four bedroom THREE BEDROOM brick, bath horse shows past three years by
EXTRA NICE one bedroom mobile home, located in house work. Best of references.
Murray,
Ky.
Between 6:00 p.m.
,home, with large den, large and 12, on about 1,2 acre lot. Has teenage girl. Well mannered. If
furnished apartment, water, University Heights Mobile Home Phone Mrs . O'Leary 489private patio, large utility rpoin, FHA transferrable loan. Four you want to win, don't overlook
Phone 7534916
sewerage and garbage pick up Park. Reasonable. Phone 753- 2364.
7:00 p.m. In The
028C
maple cabinets, dishwasher, miles from Murray. Phone 753- these horses. Phone 753-2645 after
furnished. Electric heat and air 6406 or 753-1566.
031C
Evening
garbage disposal. Close to Carter 8202.
030C 5:30 p.m.
conditioned. Lots of cabinets, two
N3C
HAZEL TIRE Service at Hazel,
If you know your route
VA LOANS,no down payment for closets.
____And__Middle Schools. Priced to
Located
between APARTMENT FOR two or three Ky., will antifreeze and check
boy's number, please call
'
qualified
veteran.
12
years
to
sell. Bank loarilfa-ital5V to right
Catholic church and White Hall. people, Rent $90.00 per month,
T1866450fORD twin screw, 5 and
him first. If yolk get no
pay_Drive on out almost to Couples only. $95.00 per month. utilities extra. It interested phone your car for the winter or $4.95.
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or ANTIQUE BRICK two leve 3 speed. 2.2i) eiir
- tunas' Orttr'
Install any size snow tire cap with
results then cák ,John
TFC home, walkout basement, four owner. Can be seen at Midway Clarks River Bridge -73n Bettline:'Phone 753-38057
753-6342 nights.
031C a full guarantee for only $12.95,
03CC 753-1537_br 753;7778.
Pasco , Jr at the abuse
bedrooms, two bath, large family Truck Stop on Hazel Highway. Bank financing on spot. Bill's
each, plus old tire:492470e. - NIE
number-during the hours
Mobile
Homes,
3900
South
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room room,garage, paved drive, trees, Would consider taking good car
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT, TWO BEDROOIVI - furnished
listed
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living duplex apartment, $110,00 plus
brick house, 8 miles south of and shrubs. Available February. in on trade.
N2NC
TUTORING IN high school or
443-6150.
028C
753-8731.
030C
Phone
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
room, kitchen, utility„. bath. utilities per month. Couple or Junior high English or History, by
couple and one child only. Phone former high school
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436English
NEW DOUBLE Wide mobile Carpeted, air-conditioned, dish- 753-4599 or
City of Murray property taxes
TFC
753-1351.
5489.
031C teacher. Phone 753-9458.
washer,
refrigerator,
stove,
HELP WANTED
N1C
home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
are due. A ten lOi per cent
garbage
disposal.
Phone
753-4974
FIVE ROOM HOUSE with bath,
WANTED PARTNER, must be on spot. Plenty of, other naobile
030C FURNISHED APARTMENT. $50 WILL DO Ironing, 15 cents each penalty will be added to all unTHREE BEDROOM brick home located in Tri City, newly ambitious, experienced in pest homes to chaise from. Bill's or 753-3865.
paid tax bills November 1. (kcompletely
and
redecorated
per month. Electric heat. piece. Phone 753-1733.
apbuilt-in
028C
baths,
with 1,
2
control, to handle local accounts. Mobile Homes, 3900 South TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x51', Married couple only. Call 753-5074
tober
31 is' the last day to avoid
nice
On
heat.
electric
carpeted,
pliances, plenty of closets.
Established company. Phone Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., electric heat, air conditioned. after 5:00 p.m.
the penalty. Taxes are payable at
028P
Outside storage building and shady lot. For appointment phone
028C
caci Bowling Green, Ky., 781-6377 or 443-6150.
Storage building and water
031C Paul C. Ray,328-8319.
GENERAL HOME repairing and the office of the City Clerk in the
patio. Phone 753-5287.
Louisville, Ky.,361-3343.
028C
Near Coldwater on FURNISHED APARTMENT, painting. Reasonable. Phone 435- City Hall Building, The Clerk's
furnished.
KENNEL
COMPLETE
$55.00 per month. wall to wall carpeting, heat, air 5173.
NIP office is open each SaturdaYin
dispersel. Poodles, stud dogs, Highway 121.
October from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00
031C conditioned, utilities furnished
COOKS HELPER, night shift, no females and two bred females. Phone 489-2513,
030C
University
phone calls. Apply Colonial Selling at a
-from
One block
WILL DO ironing, 10 cents per Noon.
low price. Phone 1pets.
no
House Smorgasbord.
only,
TFC 901-247-5502.
Couples
campus.
piece,
except
curtains.
Phone
753AUTOS FOR SALE
028C
(May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC 1237. •
028C
"Wild
WANTED SOMEONE to pick
1969 DODGE Charger, Special
Raspberry"
and put'13 acres of corn in crib. PRIVATE COLLECTION of edition. V8, power steering and TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple
$10.00 acre. Phone 753-2542, 027P Beam Bottles for sale, including air, canary yellow with black preferred. References. See B.B. ..iMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
OPENING
Cardinal, Kentucky, Derby,
307 N. 4th
753-6091
vinyl top, black leather Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
Kentucky -State, etc. Prefer sell
TELEVISION,
RADIO,
SOON!
upholstery. Good tires. Excellent Murray Drive In Theatre enSMALL APPLIANCE
entire collection as unit. Call 753WANTED TO RENT
condition. Phone 753-8769 after trance.
TFC
SALES & SERVICE
• -028C
1652.
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
031P
4:30p.m.
WANT TO RENT two or three
TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes at RADIO REPAIR
Remember
4
bedroom house, centrally heated. ONE USED Oriental 9'x12' rug, 1964
Hale's Trailer Court. $85.00 per
OLDSMOBILE
F85,
6
Tuesday,
Prefer centrally air conditioning, $150.00. Phone Paris, Tenn., 1cylinder automatic. Good tires. month. Contact Wiley Mayfield at WILL BABY-SIT anytime. Ex
028P
1,2 baths. Family with grown 901-642-7860.
Dependable car. $275.00 or best 1GA, Northside or Hale's Trailer perienced. See at 603 South 11th
children. Phone 753-4096. 031C
031P Street or phone 753-4016.
030P
offer. Phone 435-5702.
030P Court.
STOVE AND refrigerator, saddle
with any fill-up
blankent and bridle and two bred
1967 PONTIAC, all power, just FURNISHED HOUSE for college SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
LOST & FOUND
gilts. Phone 753-6940.
028C like new. New tires. Runs like girls, one block from University. hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
of Chevron Gasoline
TFC
030C Available November 1. Phone 753-5933,,
753-2653.
new.
Phone
GERMAN SHEPARD puppy, FIVE REGISTERED Jersey
EVERY TUESDAY
TFC
753-4974.
female, 3 months old. Last seen heifers,from 14 to 16 months old.
PIANO TUNING-Repairtruck,
TANDEM
CHEVROLET
carpeted,
near Mutual of Omaha, building. Phone 489-2608.
'EXTRA NICE trailer,
028P
checker steel bed, grain sides. color TV,air conditioned, electric rebuilding. Prompt expert serIf seen call 753-4996.
1TP
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
Farmington
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
STARTER COON dogs and good Good rubber. Phone
028C
382-2163.
TFC Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753required. Phone 753-7358.
rabbit dogs. Also 15' runabout
Ky. Lake Catfish
FOR SALE OR TRADE
boat. Phone 436-5642 after 6:00
Steaks - Whole Fish
November21C
8911.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, two
030C
MUSIC
Fresh Frozen
1971 VOLKSWAGEN, like new. p.m.
'bedrooms. Couple or couple and FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Wrapped for your freezer
Would trade for 1965 or older
one child. Washer and dryer hook installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Volkswagen. Gilbertsville, Route 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753Ph. 474-2743 Closed Sun.
Music Lessons
028C
up. Phone 753-7486.
TFC
1, phone 362.4348.
030P 8550.
of
teachers
Professional
Piano, organ, voice, quoar,
DO any type of carpenter
GUNS, EXCELLENT condition.
TWO BEDROOM furnished or WILL
accordion, drums and band
WANT TO BUY
jobs. Free
instruments. J & B Music
Hi-Standard 22 double-9, British
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
apartment, central work, small or large
unfurnished
753Ky.
Murray,
Center,
estimate. Phone 753303 customized, Mauser, 7nun
heat and air. Good location.
7575.
November6NC WANT TO BUY good used
original. Phone 489-2306 or 753Available October 1. Phone 753- 7955.
trolling motor and good used
6496 after 6:00p.m.
TFC
4331.
depth finder, also vinyl seats for
Pianos -Organs
02/1NC
COLLEGE GIRLS will do baby- boat. Phone 753-3570.
TWO EXTRA nice air conSee why more people buy
TWO BEDROOM house, 9th and sitting at University Church of
Wurlitzer than any other
FIVE ROOM house with
ditioned 10' wide mobile' homes.
Vine, Unfurnished. $75.00 per Christ building on Monday-, WANT TO BUY tractor, old
Piano. Sales-Seryice, Rental
bath, within city limits.
Your choice for $2300.00, or
month. Possession immediately. Tuesday, Friday and Saturday model, Ford or Ferguson. Phone
Purchase. Practice piano and
Fully carpeted, storm
studios. J&B Music Center,
$4300.00 for pair. Phone 753-1566
Phone Bob Miller, 753-2920. 028C nights. Phone 753-7276.
028C
031C 753-3717 after 5:00 p.m.
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.
windows, electric heat. A
031C.
or 753-6406.
nice 14'x18' block outWANT TO BUY youth bed. Phone
EU ONISHF:D APARTIMPNT,
building with water and
FOR SALE Ott RENT
Pest
and
TERMITE
kittlieti_hathrisim:KELL,Y'S
031C
753-6625.
been
living
have
!lion',
rugs
MILLIONS OF
sewerage hookup. A big
Lustre. It's THREE-BEDROOM frame with shower and bath. One or two. Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Blue
with
cleaned
garden spot. Only $9,800.00.
America's finest. Rent electric house. Located on South 15th St. !led/limns. - Zimmerinaii Apart-,13th Street. "Every day you WANT TO BUY old furniture,
SUMMERTIME IN AUSTRALIA -Rushing the
Phone 7534734 days or 753attic junk, or anything of value.
season a' bit, Yvonne Shirley Price, 27, models beach
shampooer El. Big K, Belaire Newly panelled. Also has garage ments, South 16th Street, 753- delay lets bugs have their
1903 nights.
TFC Phone 436-2135.
028C apartment, Phone 753-3040. 4)1P g609. - - attire in Sydney, Australia. Season's just turning there
- .---- Novetuber7C9:".,_:
November21C
Shopping Center.
.. -

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE

Blue Marlin
Club

Judy's Beauty
Shop

CALL

GIVE US A CALL

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

25'

753-7278

1

1

FREE WASH

A
211

body

51 Region
52 Supercilious
person
56 Mature
58 Man's name
59 Diving bird
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63 No e of scale
10 -11

4.-S1 14
18

1

31

4

32 33
39

r. •
44

45

.58

39 60

64
•

re Syndicate, Inc
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ASTRO CAR WASH

Real Estate
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•
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Murray Christian
Services Planned
''Independent Mean_s Being
Dependent on Christ" will be
the subject matter of the sermon at the Murray Christian
Church, located at 1508
Chestnut St., better known as
"His House," on Sunday, October 29.
Bro. Clarence Wilkinson and
Randy Hahn will be serving the
communion service. The Bible
School classes will start at 9:45
a.m. and the worship service
starts at
10:45 a.m.
"What Christ thinks of the
Church" will be the subject
matter for the evening service
at 7:00 p.m. This is a new series
on the idea that Christ knows.
that the church has problems
and He demands correction
through
repentance,
a
spokesman said.
Gospel singing and special
music will start the services
each night. Everyone is urged
to attend these relevant
sessions, added the church
spokesman.
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Sparingly'
Nixon Promises More Pre-Election 'Living
Theme Of Sermon
Vetoes; McGovern Blasts President Chosen For Sunday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
President Nixon has promised more pre-election vetoes of
proposed laws while Democratic challenger George McGovern
has called on the President to
give Congress the chance to
override the vetoes.
McGovern, while calling Nixon's veto Friday of nine measures "outrageous," asked that
the President call a special session of Congress so lawmakers
will have a chance to enact the
bills.
He criticized Nixon for
vetoing the measures while
Congress was out of session.
The President said that the
nine vetoes of legislation
passed by a Democratic-controlled Congress would curb
federal spending by about $2.75
billion in the period ending
June 30, 1974.
The President was preparing

Kentucky Roundup
Clinic
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP i—The
Sertoma Club of Louisville is
considering an all-out campaign
to attract to the city a $5 million speech and hearing research Clinic planned by the
Sertoma Foundation.
The foundation, headquartered in Kansas City, originally
"planned to build the cline in the
West, but problems in choosing
a site have forced it to look
elsewhere.
Grants
ELIZABE'THTOWN,
Ky.
AP)—Elizabethtown will receive a federal grant of $23,233
for a swimming pool.
The grant was approved by
the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development's Open
Space land program.
A second federal grant of

$12,196 has been approved by
the Federal Aviation Administration for a master, plan for
the Elizabethtown-Hardin County Airport.
Resignation
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP1—Carlos Beck, director of
mental retardation services at
the Bowling Green center of the
Barren River Mental Health—
Mental Retardation Board has
resigned effective Nov. 6.
Beck submitted his resignation Friday to Dr. John Byrd,
reginal executive director. The
resignation said Beck cannot
continue to be effective in the
job.
His departure comes in advance of a report by the sate
Mental Health Department on
the fiscal and administrative
condition of the program, to be
released Monday.

World News Briefs
SAIGON I AP) — The Viet
Cong pledge to " absolutely respect and carry out all provision" of the ace agreement
worked out by the — Unfted
States and North Vietnam. And
they promise "no liquidation"
of the opposition in South Vietnam.
Meanwhile, South Vietnam's
President Nguyen Van Thieu
puts his troops on a general
alert as—according to allied officials---Communist troops try a
land-grab anticipating a ceasefire.
And South Vietnam's civilians
have been ordered to carry at
least one South Vietnamese flag
at all times to "prove they are
nationalists and not Communists." Police have imposed restrictions on the sale of blue
and red material that might be
used to make Viet Cong flags.

WASHINGTON + AP — President Nixon promises more preelection vetoes of bills from the
Democratic-controlled
Congress. Yesterday, Nixon said
he'd pocket-vetoed nine bills
and that more would meet the
same end today—all to avoid a
tax increase next year, he said.
Democratic presidential nominee George McGovern says
Nixon should call Congress into
special session to give the nowadjourned legislators a chance
to override the vetoes.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
FBI never before acknowledged
that it kept files on congressmen and candidates. Now FBI
Acting Director Patrick Gray
III says the bureau's been
keeping the files for 22 years—
but it stopped last Friday.

Gray said the purpose of the
files—not "essential' now—was
to provide background material
for FBI officials calling on
Tticti
of Congress._ The
whole thing was part of the
FBI's "Congressional relations
program," he said.
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) —
President Salvadore Allende
sends tank to stop protests and
announces that he's broken negotiations with striking union
leaders. The 18-day-old strike
began as a protest by truckers
over freight rates and Allende
plans for a state-run trucking
company. It grew into a more
general protest of Allende's
plans to turn Chile socialist.
Dozens have been arrested in
street battles between supporters and opponents of Allende's
government.

Hirt, who underwent surgery
to lose weight ,at the Medical
College of Virginia her.
; last
March, was_iit the boittpital this
week for a routine checkup.
"I'm feeling great," the New
•
Orleans trumpeter said. "As
----1st as I'm concerned, the operation has been a roaring success."
Hirt weighed 333 pounds

Murray High...
(Continued from Page 1)
Panthers were set up for their
second score.
A thirty yard touchdown pass
came on the second play after
the opening of the fourth
quarter. The winning points
were added as. the Panthers
barely .squeezed through the
Tiger line for a two-point
conversion.
With
11:20
remaining in the game, the
Panthers were on top, 14-6.
After moving the ball
downfield to the Russellville 31,
the Tigers failed to convert a
fourth down situation, and gave
up the ball on downs.
The Panthers didn't want the
ball either, as they gave up the
first of three turnovers to Jeff
Dowdy in the final stanza.
With the ball first and then on
the Rits_sellville 32, Murray
drove all the way to the four
yard line before a jarring tackle
knocked the ball loose from a
driving George Landoll. The
Tiger drive was ended on the
one yard line, and the ball
bounced into the endzone where
the Panthers pounced on it.
From the twenty yard line,
Russellville started downfield
again, in an attempt to use up
the four minutes left on the
clock-, when Jeff Dowdy started
all the excitement—Statistics found the Tigers on
top with rushing yardage of 133
yards and 84 yards through the
air, on five of seven passes.
Russellville gained 108 yards
on the ground, and passed for 34
yards on two of ten passes, all in
the last half.
Murray High lost two fumbles, while Russellville lost
four. The Tigers were penalized
48 yards, all during the second
half, while the host Panthers
lost only 20 yards.
The loss drops Murray High
to a 3-6 slate. The Tigers will
entertain the Fort Campbell
Falcons next Friday in the last
game of the season.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Department of Health, Education and Welfare says it's going
(Continued from Page 1)
to move quickly to end the Alabama syphilis study.
the Sen.) Joe McCarthy era"
That's the study begun in in the 1950s.
1932 in which more than 430
"But people are smarter
black men who had syphilis today," he added. 'They know
never recieved treatment—even no party has an exclusive hold
after
penicillin
became on Americanism..."
known—so doctors could deterHuddleston touched on the fimine in eventual autopsies how nancial crisis of two Louisville
much damage the untreated lending institutions, declaring
disease had done. At least 28— 72,000 persons have lost their
possibly as many as 100—of savings because in part "it
those men died of untreated sy- would appear that State Bankphilis.
ing Department investigators
looked the other way" during
CLERMONT-FERRAND,
the Nunn administration.
France (AP) — Sixty person
"We do know that top officers
die when a domestic French ( of the institutions) were conairliner crashes into a wooded tributing to the Republican
hill in central France.
campaign," he said.
There was no explosion or
The Democratic candidate infire and eight persons survived. dicated the sales tax is near
the top on things uppermost in
the voter's mind, and said
again that Nunn promised when
running for governor not to
when he checked into MCV for raise taxes, then rammed
tests last February, but he through a 2-cent sales tax in
crease- making Kentucky bur
weighed in at 260 Friday. He
said he would like to lose about dened with the highest sales
tax in the nation without ex
40 more pounds.
emotions at the time.
"The 'people are wondering
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. + AP)
how a new senator will Vote on
— Sen. Hubert
Humphrey,
D-Minn., says he and Sen. Hen- possible new tax proposals in
ry Bellmon, the Oklahoma the Congress next year," 'Bud
Democrat, will make a trip to Weston said.
Russia,.Romania aimi...gOlafid in
West-fientucky High
late November.
School Football Scores
The trip has been authorized
by the Senate Agriclture Committee and will entail an inves- Russellville 14, Murray 12
tigation of the food situation in Heath 13, Fulton City 0
those countries, Humphrey said Tilghman 34, L'ville Shawnee 6
MadisonVille 28, Caldwell 0.
Friday.

People In The News
RICHMOND, Va. AP) —
Jazz Trumpeter Al Hirt says he
can play the trumpet "better
than ever" now because the 73
pounds he has lost in the last
seven months has improved his
breathing.

another batch of vetoes for announcement today just before a
scheduled departure fpr a campaign trip to Ohio and Michigan
with Mrs. Nixon.
McGovern, in particular,
termed the President's veto of
a veterans' cemetery measure
"almost impossible to believe."
And the Democrat said Nixon's
veto of a bill for the handicaOped was "a moral outrage."
The President also disclosed
in a political broadcast a multimillion-dollar corn deal with
China. Nixon told a radio audience that 300,000 tons of corn,
worth about $18 million, had
been contracted this week for
sale to China.
The Democratic vice-presidential nominee, Sargent Shriver, also criticized Nixon for
vetoing the nine measures,

Huddleston...
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Viet Cong Pledge To Carry
Out All Provisions Of Plan

First Baptist
Revival Still
In Progress

SAIGON (AP) — The Viet all hatred and anger, realize
Cong pledged today to "abso- national concord, and together
lutely respect and carry out all heal our war wounds, unite
Revival services at the First
which included a $30.5 billion
provisions" of the Paris peace with each other, love and care
Baptist Church will close on
health, education and welfare
agreement worked out by the for each other, and to live
bill.
United States and North Viet- together in happiness and pros- Sunday evening when the
church ordinances of Baptism
Shriver, campaigning in New
nam, and dectared there would perity."
and the Lord's Supper will be
York, said the vetoes give a
be "no liquidation" of opposing
The pledge to abide by the observed.
preview of what a second Nixon
forces in South Vietnam.
terms of the Paris agreement
Rev. Richard Walker, pastor
administration would be like
At the same time, President came at the end
of a long state- of the church, has conducted the
and marked the beginning of
Nguyen Van Thieu placed South ment that started
with a dec- weekend long revival service
"a generation of injustice in
Vietnam's armed forces on a laration
that the United States with W. Rudolph Howard,
general alert as Communist must sign
America."
the pact if it wanted
minister of music, directing the
troops launched a land-grab an end
On the Republican side, Vice
to the Vietnam war. The music.
drive in anticipation of the statement
President Spiro T. Agnew startalso accused both
"What Is Man" will be the
cease-fire going into effect Saigon
ed a three-day rest from camand Washington of subject of the sermon by Rev.
soon, allied officials said.
paigning after addressing a ral"treacherous
maneuvers Walker for the 10:45 a.m,
ly in his home state of MaryReports circulated in Wash- threatening
the entire question service on Sunday. The revival
ington, meanwhile, that presi- of
land.
peace in Vietnam," and said choir will sing -Holy
Is What
dential adviser Henry A. Kis- unless
Agnew told supporters in a
the agreement was The Angels Sing" by Sweney
for
singer's departure for Paris signed
national guard armory in Annaby Tuesday, military at- its special for the morning
was imminent. There were in- tacks
polis that the American people
in South Vietnam would service.
dications that a new session be"are going to see that Richard
be intensified.
Special music will be sung by
tween Kissinger and the North
Nixon has four more years of
Sources said Communist com- the revival choir at the evening
Vietnamese could come as earaccomplishment."
ly as this weekend. But White mand documents captured in services at 7:30 p.m. when the
In another development, a
U.S. District Court judge in
House press secretary Ronald the Saigon region had ordered two ordinances of the church
Washington said
Ziegler said: "As in the past, Viet Cong troops to divide into will be observed. Mrs. 'John
he
has
we will announce further meet- small groups and infiltrate into 13owker is the church organist
changed the starting date for
hamlets and villages with the and Mrs. J. D. Rayburn is the
the criminal trial in the Waterings" when they occur.
gate break-in case from Nov. 15
In its first official statement purpose of setting up propa- church pianist.
Deacon of the week to assist
on the peace package, the Viet ganda machinery for a ceaseto Jan. 8, 1973.
Cong's Liberation Radio said fire, harassing government in the Sunday services will be
Chief Judge John J. Sirica
responsible Viet Cong represen- troops and establishing a Viet Ray Brownfield, vice-president
said he has a pinched nerve
of the Peoples Bank and a
and his physician told him he
tatives "will immediately con- Cong presence.
Across South Vietnam, Com- native of Buffalo, Ky. Ordained
could not begin a long trial like
duct negotiations with the
the Watergate case on Nov. 15
present Saigon administration munist troops carried out more a deacon in 1942, he has served
and expect to finish it without
to settle in concert together the than 100 shelling and terror at- several terms on the board, and
interruption.
internal problems of South Viet- tacks for the third successive sings regularly in the coir. He
The First Christian Church nam.
day, the Saigon cienmand said, and his wife, the former Geneva
Seven -men were indicted in
connection with the break-in ( Disciples of Christ), North 5th
'"These will be settled .on the the most since the 1968 Ter of- Outland, have two daughters,
Mrs. Linda Bryan of Louisville
and alleged bugging of the Street, will have the Agape basis of equality, mutual re- fensive.
The Da Nang area was and Mrs. Mary Lee Tinsley of
Democratic national headquar- Singers,a group of thirty young spect, and nonliquidation of
shelled before dawn for the sec- Murray.
singers
from each other.
ters in Washington's Watergate Christian
Louisville, as guests at the 10:4.5
A number of shut-ins who do
complex.
"We have every goodwill at- ond time in four days.. Nearly
a.m. services on Sunday, Oc- titude necessary to end the 30 rockets hit in and around the not usually attend the services
tober 29.
at the church were present at
war, restore peace, eradicate air base.
Following the service a
the Friday evening services.
covered dish luncheon will be
Flowers were presented to
served with the Agape Singers
these persons by the church.
and students at Murray State
Speciai—music was
the
University as special guests.
revival choir, and a duet was
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — usually collects about $30 a
The Agape Singers will also
sung by Rev. Walker and his
Drunks,street musicians, Jesus day.
wife, Bea.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS sing at the District 16 Sing Out freaks and just
about
everyone
For the marriage vows, bride
Artis Gilmore fouled out of a to be held at the First Christian else who calls the
sidewalks of Lorene Yarnell, also a whitegame and although there were Church, Benton, on Sunday at San Francisco home
were there faced mime, pretended to take
2:30
p.m.,
according
to
Lee
only four seconds left, it
to throw rice and kisses as her pulsating heart out of her
Wahlstrom,
youth
advisor.
Cars
couldn't have come at a worst
white-faced mime Robert chest. Shields took his out, too,
)Continued from Page 1)
time for the Kentucky Colonels. will leave the Murray church at Shields got married at
a wed- and they exchanged hearts.
two
p.m.
for
Benton.
The score was tied and Gilding
which
was
a silent sce- About 100 people who had gath- for help for about six hours."
Young people of the First
more's sixth personal foul gave
nario in pantomime.
ered for the ceremony in Union
Five-year-old Sylvain Monton.
Mack Calvin two free shots at Church, will be serving on
Shields, who was taught by Square sighed.
Youth
fought back tears and re
'flex
Sunday
tomorrow.
John
the basket.
French mime Marcel Marceau,
The bride wore a black and peatedly told rescuers that he
Calvin made both and the Mark Hale and Ken Sinclair will has used Union Square
as his white drum major's outfits.
wasn't hurt.
Carolina Cougars secured a be elders; David Gore, Scott stage almost daily for
more
In another air disaster, fief
Marvin,
Baritone
Rusty
Bruce
Moore,
Yarnell
Jimmy
of
the
tense 114-112 victory over the
than a year.
San Francisco Opera, the U.S. Air Force men from Ohic
Kentucky Colonels in an Ameri- Pasco, Steve Porter, and
Passing pedestrians are his bride's brother, sang something were killed Friday when an Air
can Basketball Associatiorrcon- Robert Underwood will be spectators and people
eating but it was in mime too so it's Force plane crashed in southdeacons;
George
Landolt,
test Fridai night.
lunch are his props. Some who hard to say what the song
worship
leader..
.
was. ern France en route to Athens.
The Cougars came taicicfrorn
didn't like being mimicked
"It seemed like an intimate' Greece.
a seven-point halftime deficit to
Receiving the offering will be have puncired tars the—
'-weatling to Ina.,-.-because
The plane, a four-engine
win it. Billy Cunningham Jill Austin, Laurie Crass, Brent Police have
arreglallehim these people are like my fami- C119,- Vas- being- delivereckscored 13 of his team-leading 27 Austin, John Hart, Bruce because his act stops
traffic.
ly," the 21-year-old groom ex- Greece from Lockbourne Air
points in the third period to ral- Marvin, and Bryan Warner.
But
people
the
the
plained after the crowd shouted Force Base in Ohio as' part of
on
street
ly Carolina.
Greeters will be Emily Gore,
The victory kept Carolina in TerritMcCord, Brad Boone, and who like Shields' performance "Hip hip hooray!" and threw the U.S. military assistance
program. It crashed near the
first place m the ABA's East- Barry Wells. The morning toss coins into a black top hat rice and flowers.
village of Aulen. he
sets
the
on
sidewalk:
Little
old
He
ladies
who
sun
ern Division race with a 6-3 prayer will be given by Debbie
The crewmen were identified
themselves on benches in the
record. Kentucky fell to third McCord and the scripture will
square brought presents. as the commander, Maj.
place with 3-3 while the New be ready by Donna McCord.
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, The children of Drunks whose staggering walks Francis T. Durkin; first pilot,
York Nets moved into second Also on the program will be
with a 4-3 mark by beating the Ellen Quertermous and Debbie the City of Murray, Kentucky, had been mimicked by Shields Lt. Col. Dale R. Anderson; naare entitled to the fun and crowded the sidewalk altar to vigator, Maj. Marvin A.
Denver Rockets 117-112. 2
Landolt.
festivity associated with the shout the loudest con- Mackstroth, and T. Sgt. WilSan Diego remained first in
liam R. Barber, all of ColumThe flowers on the com- observance of the Halloween gratulations.
the West despite losing 122-107
bus, Ohio; and T. Sgt. William
munion table for Sunday will be "trick-or-treat" custom, that is,
to the Utah Stars.
L.
Champion of Wilmington.
Elsewhere, the Dallas Chap- in memory of Dr. Jean Bor- going from door to door in their
arrals defeated the Virginia deaux by his wife, Mrs. Jean immediate neighborhoods,
Squires 108-103 and the Indiana Bordeaux. Last Sunday the displaying their costumes, and
Pacers throttled the Memphis flowers were in memory of Mrs. requesting "treats': and
B.J. Hoffman by her daughter,
Tams 128-102.
WHEREAS,The possibility of
In the National Basketball Mrs. Marvin Hodges, and her accidents is an ever present
Association, the New York husband, B,J. Hoffman, who threat; and
Rev. Jerrell White, minister
Knicks stopped the Baltimore now lives in Fort Lauderdale,
WHEREAS. It would appear
that parents generally favor the of. the Memorial Baptist
Bullets 92-88; the Boston Celtics Fla,
ripped the Cleveland Cavaliers
afternoon daylight hours for Church, will be speaking on the
123-97; the Houston Rockets
"trick-or-treat" outings, since subject, "The Save Some
drubbed the Detroit Pistons 130this period permits greater Ministry of the Church," at the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BASEBALL
118; Chicago rapped Portland
visiblility and tends to limit 10:50 a.m. service at the church
ATLANTA — Rico Carty, the
118-95; Golden State routed Los
participation ter
younger on Sunday, October 29.
His scripture will be from I 1970 major league batting
Angles 119-91 and Seattle
children for whom the obwhipped Phoenix 120-115.
servance was originally in- Corinthians
9:19-22.
His champion when he hit .366, has
The Grace Baptist Church, tended;
children's sermon will be just been traded by the Atlanta
John Roche poured in 32
Braves to the Texas Rangers
points, including nine in a cru- located on South 9th Street
NOW, THEREFORE, I, prior to the special music.
cial fourth-period burst that Extended, will hear the pastor, Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City
Alan McCutchens will be the for pitcher Jim Panther.
helped New York turn back Rev. R.J. Burpoe,speak at both of Murray, do hereby proclaim guest music leader for the day.
the 10:45 and seven p.m. ser- qthat Halloween, Tuesday, The organist is
BASKETBALL
Denver.
Mrs. Thomas
HOUSTON — The Houston
Denver, which trailed most of vices on Sunday, October 29.
October 31, 1972, shall also be Wilkins and the pianist is Miss
Rockets of the National Basketthe game, moved into a 91 tie
Diane Wilkins.
Leland Peeler is the song known as:
with about eight minutes left in director while Mrs. David
The evening service will be ball Association have acquired
"Trick-or-Treat Day"
the contest. Then, led by Howell plays the piano and in Murray and further ask both held at seven p.m. and the guard Stan McKenzie from the
Roche, the Nets outscored the Dwayne Jones plays the organ. children and their parents to public is asked to note the Portland Trail Blazers in exRockets 1114 to take a com- The song service prior to the cooperate in limiting the time of change in time for the evening change for forward Greg
Smith.
manding lead.
evening service starts at 6:30 "trick-ro-treat" activities to the service and also for the Wedhours of 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. I also nesday evening service during
Zelmo Beaty led the Utah p.m.
GOLF
victory with 32 points, 24 of
ask that young children to be the fall and winter months.
Sunday School is held at 9:45
ADELAIDE, Australia — Dathem in the first half. Chuck
accompanied by parents to
Sunday school will be held at
Williams led the conquistadors a.m. each Sunday with Rudy other responsible. adults. I 9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman vid Graham of Australia shot a
69 for a 36-hole total of 140 and
Bailey as director.
with 27.
further
request . that as director and Church Training a
two-stroke lead in the Qantas
Two free throws by Steve
housholders indicate their will be at six p.m. with Joe Pat
Australian
Open Tournament.
Jones with 4:33 left in the game
willingness to welcome children Futrell as director. Voris
PINF:HURST, N.C. — Bill
Campers Will Hold
sent Dallas ahead for good over
by keeping their porch or ex- Sanderson of 1006 Main Street is
terior lights on and that the deacon of the. week at the Hyndrnan, a runnerup in past
Virginia, which lost for the first
Weekend Cam pout
U.S. and British Amateur
time since Julius Erving reyoungsters call only at homes church.
The Kemeny Lake Campers
tournaments, and Curtis Peterturned to the lineup. The Chapter of the National Camp- so lighted.
The Memorial Church still
son, a 62-year-old tournament
Squires had won four straight ers and Hikers Association will
Finally, 1 encourage the provides ' free two minute
games with Erving, who re- hold its annual fall campout cooperation of all citizens, devotional message for anyone veteran, won their semifinal
matches and will meet for the
turned to the team by court or- over the weekend at Kenlake young and old, in making this a who'dials 753-4411 anytime
day North and South Seniors Chamder after jumping to the NBA.
happy
or
Park.
and safe occasion for
State
night. The many favorable
Erving led the Squires with
children, who may call on you coffiments concerning this pionship in an 18-hole round
This afternoon will fea23 points.
between the hours rif 4 p.m. to 8 program have been appreciated Saturday.
ture games *and prizes for all
1,AS VEGAS, Nev. — Arnold
George._.McDinnis scored . a,
p.m.—October 31
and we are glad to continue this
age _japgps. followed by a potcareer-high 39 points to lead In- luck supper tti. the-evening. 4.7. Gine -under my hand and
as a community service, Rev. Palmer, seeking to end a 15month victory drought, fashiondiana over Metnphis. The Pac- Halloween "tac,ky'' pew will seal of office, this, the- 24th-0-57ea,41_ I wo-undor-par
69:.apc1 reers trailed 52-48 at the half but take place Saturday nigh-1170r ,of Octobth., 1972.
The Current Missions Group
tained a share of the lead in
scored 80 points in the final two the campfire program
Holmes Ellis of the church will meet Tuesday the
second round of the $135,000
quarters, including 17 by
All interested campers are
Mayor-City of Murray at two p.m. at. the home of Mrs.
Sahara
Invitational
attend,
McGinnis in the third period.
invited to
Kentucky Gilbert, 824 Hurt Drive.
'
Tournament.
"Living Sparingly" is the
subject chosen by Dr. Samuel
R. Dosdon, Jr., for his sermon
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
services at the First United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
October 29.
Church School will be held at
the church between the two
worship services.
The Junior High Youth
Fellowship will meet at the
church at five p.m. Sunday for
program and then supper, while
the Senior High Youth
Fellowship will meet at the
church at six p.m. for supper
and then their program.
The Executive Committee of
the United Methodist Women
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Otis H. Erwin, 809 Doran, Road,
at ten a.m. on Tuesday, October
31, for a day of devotion and
planning for the coming year.
Each one is to bring a sack
lunch and drink and dessert will
be furnished.
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